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Preface

ERCIM, the European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics,
aims to foster collaborative work within the European research community and
to increase co-operation with European industry. In the ERCIM eMobility work-
shop, current progress and future developments in the area of eMobility should
be discussed and the existing gap between theory and application closed.

This volume contains all accepted papers of the second eMobility workshop,
which has been held in Tampere, Finland, on May 30, 2008. Papers from three
main areas have been selected for this workshop. The contributions discuss sev-
eral topics of the ERCIM eMobility working group, namely
– Transport protocols
– Multi-hop networks
– Services, user interfaces and mobility.

At this point, we want to thank all authors of the submitted papers and the
members of the international program committee for their contribution to the
success of the event and the high quality program. The proceedings are divided
into two sections, full papers and short papers. While the latter present work in
progress and ongoing research, the full papers have been carefully selected in a
peer review process. The reviewers evaluated these papers and sent the authors
the comments on their work.

The invited talk of the workshop by Antonio Peinado on “Speech-based user
interaction for mobile devices” opened the session “Services, User Interfaces
and Mobility”. The speaker gave a review of the technologies devoted to pro-
vide a faster, more comfortable and flexible user interaction with mobile devices
through voice.

Tampere University of Technology (TUT) is the second-largest of the univer-
sities in engineering sciences in Finland. It is located in Tampere, which is a city
in southern Finland located between two lakes, Näsĳärvi and Pyhäjärvi. Here,
we found an inspiring environment for a lot of intensive and fruitful discussions.
The next ERCIM eMobility workshop is scheduled for 2009. We hope that a lot
of our participants and many new colleagues will take this opportunity to con-
tinue exchanging their knowledge and experiences devoted to the development
and use of eMobility.

Torsten Braun
Geert Heĳenk
Dimitri Konstantas
Markus Wulff
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Abstract. We propose Delay-Tolerant Transport Protocol (DTTP) to address 
reliable data transfer in stressed network environments, such as space commu-
nications. Since existing TCP mechanisms do not work well (or at all) for such 
networks, new transport schemes are required. Intermittent connectivity in 
space environments calls for new transport approaches that smoothly adapt to 
the special networking conditions. DTTP is primarily a transport layer protocol 
and satisfies the inherent architecture requirements of Delay Tolerant Network-
ing (DTN) in the absence of IP network infrastructure. It allows for reliable, ef-
ficient data transfer offering a number of application-oriented transmission 
strategies. Otherwise, when an IP architecture exists, DTTP operates as a stand-
alone transport entity which interfaces with IP directly. We introduce the proto-
col's properties and functionality that enable its deployment in challenged net-
works. We conduct simulations that demonstrate the protocol's efficiency in 
scenarios with: (i) long propagation delays, (ii) minimum to relatively high 
packet error-rate, and (iii) intermittent connectivity. 

Keywords: Delay-Tolerant Networking, Reliable Transport Protocol, Space 
Communications 

1   Introduction 

The success of space missions primarily relates to fulfilling their communication 
needs. However, as space missions increase and grow in complexity, there is an ac-
companying desire for interoperable missions. The Consultative Committee for Space 
Data Systems (CCSDS) [1] and other research groups active in the space communica-
tions area, are investigating ways to shift to such an interoperable communication 
platform [2]. Ability to exploit different combinations of spacecraft as data relays to 
Earth can, indeed, offer alternate communication opportunities; increase data return 
volumes; and reduce mission operating costs. 

Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) architecture has been proposed as a means to 
interconnect heterogeneous network regions, which feature long message round-trip 
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times and/or interruptions in connectivity [3, 4]. DTN essentially conceals the under-
lying protocol stack and lays the communication standards for data exchange interop-
erability. 

Other research endeavors concentrate on applying standard Internet technologies 
into space-based communication networks [5, 6]. The Internet paradigm provides a 
successful example of how heterogeneous networks cooperate and jointly offer ser-
vices to each other. It is still under investigation whether proper adaptation of the 
Internet protocol stack is feasible for space communications as well. However, inte-
grating the space-based infrastructure with the terrestrial Internet can seamlessly ex-
tend IP services in space, and spread the use of well-known Internet applications on-
board spacecraft. 

Whichever approach will eventually prevail (whether separate or combined de-
ployment of DTN and IP, or even a different network scheme), an appropriate trans-
port approach should be utilized. Space communication resources are limited, and are 
not expected to grow substantially in the foreseeable future. Along with the require-
ment for efficient use of scarce bandwidth resources, another major objective for 
space communications is reliable data transfer. Reliability is typically obstructed by 
high error rates present in space communication channels. 

In this paper, we present Delay-Tolerant Transport Protocol (DTTP): a reliable 
transport protocol specialized for space communications. DTTP is important for space 
environments because it supports in-network storage that strengthens it against inter-
mittent connectivity. Indeed, DTTP operates efficiently in intermittently available 
network paths where TCP-like transport approaches cannot even operate. 

However, network entities (such as spacecraft, base stations on Moon or elsewhere, 
relay satellites, Earth ground stations, etc.) are the building blocks for internetworking 
into Space. On the basis of scheduled or predicted connectivity, and even during op-
portunistic contacts, stateful sessions take place. In such stateful connections, a DTTP 
agent is signaled as to when it can communicate to a peer node, and available infor-
mation (such as the capacity of the communication link and the duration of the con-
nection) is utilized by DTTP’s rate-based transmission mechanism. Given that aggre-
gate data return volumes for space-to-space or space-to-earth connections are limited, 
DTTP’s ability to efficiently utilize individual links (as they become available) cou-
pled with its parallel data transfer functionality, underline DTTP’s importance, per-
formance-wise. 

In addition, DTTP’s transmission behavior acts in an asynchronous manner, in 
contrast to standard TCP’s strict compliance to closed-loop communication rules. The 
reason being that a space entity (at least in current predetermined space connections) 
solely uses a link (or a percentage of its capacity) for a certain period of time. Thus, 
DTTP acquires available bandwidth resources via its rate-based transmission behav-
ior, and only adapts its sending rate upon receipt of explicit notification that conges-
tion is present (possibly in the form of storage resources depletion). As a result, DTTP 
proves robust against packet error rates that can reach relatively high levels. In es-
sence, DTTP primarily targets reliability, efficiency, and interoperability among space 
missions. We focus on space communications, though applicability of DTTP in other 
delay-tolerant network environments might be possible as well. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as in the following. Section 2 presents 
work related to transport protocols for space communications. In Section 3, we de-
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scribe DTTP features, potential network architecture, and implementation issues. Ex-
perimental evaluation of DTTP is presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes 
the paper. 

2   Related Work 

TCP, the Internet’s Transmission Control Protocol, is widely recognized to perform 
poorly across geostationary satellite links of around 0.5sec round-trip time [7]. This is 
due to the TCP’s exponentially-growing probing of available capacity during slow-
start, and its understanding of fairness as it interprets every packet loss as being a sign 
of congestion and thus slows its sending rate. TCP is shown to be less suited to larger 
delays due to the interaction of various timers present in TCP implementations [8]. 
TCP could be used in a direct Earth/Moon communication, though it could not effec-
tively use the available link capacity. In greater distances and especially in scenarios 
characterized by intermittent connectivity, TCP essentially cannot function at all. In 
the following, we briefly review some transport approaches designed to function in 
space environments. 

TP-Planet [9] is a reliable transport protocol designed for space environments that 
tries to capture the available link resources. It presumes the presence of IP infrastruc-
ture in space, and deploys a rate-based additive-increase multiplicative decrease con-
gestion control. Yet, TP-Planet does not fully exploit available channel capacity be-
cause it emulates Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance algorithms of conventional 
TCP. TP-Planet is not tested over a multihop scenario but pertains to a single deep-
space link. Also, it relies on conversational functions in order to set data rates. Thus, it 
implicitly expects continued bidirectional connectivity between the sender and the 
destination (which is not applicable in deep space communications). 

SCPS-TP [10, 11] is the proposal of the Consultative Committee for Space Data 
Systems (CCSDS) for space communications. It consists a transport protocol based on 
TCP with appropriate extensions for space environments. SCPS-TP uses header com-
pression and Selective Negative Acknowledgement (SNACK) options, to address lim-
ited bandwidth and provide more efficient loss recovery. When there is indication of 
congestion, either standard TCP or TCP-Vegas congestion control mechanisms can be 
used to provide congestion control. Otherwise, SCPS-TP operates in open loop rate 
control mode, where the transmission rate of outbound traffic is limited on the basis 
of a fixed rate parameter or on the basis of feedback from remote systems. In other 
words, SCPS-TP is based on existing TCP protocols with some modifications and ex-
tensions, which are shown to be inadequate for addressing the challenges in inter-
planetary networks (for example, TCP-Vegas cannot fully utilize space links due to its 
window-based nature and the apparent difficulty to accurately measure the variation 
in RTT for such long distances). 

CFDP [12] is a protocol suitable for transmission of files to and from spacecraft 
data storage. In essence, it operates by copying files from a source storage medium to 
a target storage medium. Both unreliable and reliable (based on Negative Acknowl-
edgements) services can be offered. The core functionality is the simplest form of op-
eration and pertains to file delivery across a single link. The extended mode of opera-
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tion refers to more complicated scenarios, and provides store-and-forward functional-
ity across a network containing multiple links with disparate availability. 

Authors of [13] propose LTP-T to target deep space applications. LTP-T uses the 
notion of custody transfer: each LTP-T entity must accept custody for all blocks it 
successfully receives. Custody is thus passed from host to host until the final destina-
tion is reached. This can minimize end-to-end data delivery time, though the require-
ment of accepting custody for all received blocks can also lead to storage exhaustion 
problems. The protocol supports delay-tolerant transport and congestion notification. 
However, LTP-T is only defined in a generic way, and further details of how it would 
operate in reality are not provided in the paper. 

3   Delay-Tolerant Transport Protocol 

3.1   Features 

Delay-Tolerant Transport Protocol (DTTP) provides reliable data transfer through 
challenged network environments. It is a transport protocol suitable for network envi-
ronments characterized by intermittent connectivity, high bit-error rates, and long 
propagation delays. DTTP comprises a packet-oriented transfer approach that is de-
signed to accelerate data transfers. Indeed, a fundamental design principle for DTTP 
is to improve data transfers' speed via efficient use of (possibly limited) communica-
tion resources. 

Basic features of DTTP are summarized as follows: 
(i) Reliability. 
Though DTTP can operate in unreliable mode upon demand, ensuring and acceler-

ating reliability is one of the core design goals for DTTP. Reliable transfer is assured 
by acknowledgments sent by the receiver. However, unlike TCP's ACK-clocking al-
gorithm, DTTP exploits ACK information in an asynchronous manner: sending and 
acknowledgment processes in DTTP are loosely coupled when compared to standard 
TCP's behavior. In particular, acknowledgment procedures do not confine the sending 
rate, which is set autonomously based on bandwidth availability, presence or absence 
of storage capacity, congestion, and other network conditions. This property makes 
DTTP suitable for intermittently connected environments, such as space communica-
tions. 

(ii) Custody transfer. 
DTTP adopts the notion of custody transfer, upon which, the Delay-Tolerant Net-

work architecture [3] is built. In essence, reliable transfer responsibility is delegated 
from original sender to next available intermediate node across the communication 
path, and this process can further be repeated until the final destination receives all 
data sent. Splitting the communication path into a distinct set of consecutive, reliable 
connections can serve a number of purposes; most notably, it alleviates senders from 
having to buffer large amount of data. Once data is received by next node on the path 
and custody is accepted, that data can be deleted from sender's buffer even if it has 
not reached its final destination. Consider, for example, the case of a robot on Mars 
with limited storage and energy resources that is able to dispense its data load to a 
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base station in range; or a rover on the Moon that distributes its data to a satellite 
crossing by. DTTP comprises a packet-oriented transport approach. Thus, in order to 
maximize efficiency, a packet that is accepted by next available custodian and which 
has yet to be acknowledged to the originating peer, can be immediately forwarded to 
the next-hop. This approach minimizes the time required for complete end-to-end de-
livery of the data. 

(iii) Parallel data transfer. 
Space agencies and industrial associates worldwide are involved in structuring 

standard technologies to achieve interoperable missions. In the years to come, space 
communications are expected to shift from current statically-organized communica-
tion sessions toward a more flexible network architecture. To exploit this upcoming 
networking framework, DTTP is equipped with the option of parallel data transfer. 
Thus data transfer can be accomplished in parallel data paths, exploiting various 
communication opportunities. Sequence of application data is resumed at the receiver. 
Parallel data transfer can be implemented by preserving the original sequence number 
space. For instance, assume a rover on the Moon is about to transmit a file (parti-
tioned in 10,000 packets) to a ground station on Earth, and decides to accomplish this 
via two separate orbiting satellites. The rover splits the data payload, and forwards 
one portion (sequence numbers 0 through 4,999) to one satellite, and the remaining 
data (sequence numbers 5,000 through 9,999) to the second satellite, when a contact 
opportunity appears. This feature requires explicit definition in the protocol header, so 
that the final destination can anticipate and merge data packets coming from different 
paths. 

(iv) (Time periods with) constant sending rate. 
DTTP is a rate-based protocol. It employs a constant sending rate in order to ex-

ploit the available bandwidth at its full capacity. During scheduled (or even opportun-
istic) contacts, the protocol steadily fills the pipe. A primary design goal of DTTP is 
thus to efficiently exploit the valuable space communication resources. As explained 
next, sending rate can be adjusted according to network conditions. 

(v) Sending rate adaptivity. 
DTTP's sending rate can be accurately characterized as temporarily constant. 

Sending rate adaptation can follow network events such as storage capacity exhaus-
tion. These network events can be either perceived by senders through advanced 
mechanisms or explicitly signaled by receivers; however, in this paper, we do not 
elaborate on relevant network conditions and how they should affect sending rate. 

(vi) Application-oriented transmission behavior. 
Depending on application type, DTTP can select (or better be instructed to use) a 

suitable transmission strategy. When no application hint is given, DTTP shows a de-
fault transmission behavior. However, we consider that various application types can 
benefit from customized transmission strategies. The notion of adaptive transport be-
havior is further explained in Section 3.3, where we present two implementation ex-
amples. 
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3.2   Potential Architecture 

There is a lot of research effort concentrated on how interoperability between differ-
ent space agencies can be achieved. Different network protocols, various link layer 
technologies, static versus dynamic routing, are some of the conflicting approaches 
regarding space internetworking. 

Probably, one of the hot arguments is related with the suitability of IP in space. In-
deed, IP extension into space might constitute the common network functionality to 
interconnect space networks, and integrate them with the terrestrial Internet. How-
ever, there exist open issues regarding IP adaptation to space environments. Assuming 
an IP-everywhere communication infrastructure, DTTP in such a networking frame-
work is shown in Fig. 1. 

Recently, a lot of attention has been brought around Delay-Tolerant Network Ar-
chitecture. DTN's major characteristic is that it can glue together different network 
protocols. More specifically, DTN acts at the application layer and essentially con-
nects network regions that potentially run different protocol stacks. Under this sce-
nario, DTTP's custody transfer functionality is deactivated since it is also offered by 
the DTN architecture. Figure 2 shows DTTP in a DTN-enabled internetwork. 
 

 
Fig. 1. DTTP deployed in an IP-enabled internetwork. 

 

 
Fig. 2. DTTP deployed in a DTN-enabled internetwork. 

3.3   Implementation 

We have implemented DTTP's primary functionality in Network Simulator ns-2 [14]. 
Our first implementation of DTTP is based on SACKs. However, we intend to evalu-
ate various acknowledgment mechanisms, such as selective acknowledgments 
(SACKs), selective negative acknowledgments (SNACKs), delayed acknowledg-
ments, or come up with new sophisticated acknowledgment functions. 

In accord with different application scenarios, we present two general tactics to 
provide reliability. The first targets applications that can benefit from graduated reli-
ability enhancements. Suppose, for example, the case where a 30-minute video cap-
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tured by a distant satellite is sent back to Earth. Also assume it is desired that each 
minute is reliably received for instant play-back previously to full-video receipt. An 
analogous case is a high-resolution photography that can be received in steps, each 
one providing a better resolution of the photo. Relevant DTTP implementation re-
quires almost immediate use of acknowledgment information as it arrives, and possi-
bly sending redundant data (e.g. doubly transmitting the same data segments in order 
to avoid or minimize data loss due to bit errors of the wireless channel). Note that this 
approach might waste some portion of network capacity, due to retransmissions and 
proactive duplicate-transmissions of data segments. A simplified pseudo-code for this 
transmission approach is the following: 

until (all application data is acknowledged) 
     start transmitting new application data 
     if (acknowledgment info arrives) 
         send or multiply-send missing data 
     end; 
end; 

The second tactic targets bulk-data transfers, which form a very common applica-
tion type for stressed networks. Indeed, speed of light limit coupled with rare/short 
communication opportunities restrict other application types (e.g., real-time applica-
tions) from functioning properly, especially when propagation delays become ex-
tremely long. A suitable algorithm is to: (i) send all application data, from first to last 
segment; (ii) exploit available acknowledgment information and retransmit missing 
segments; and (iii) iterate the receive-ACKs and retransmit processes until done. This 
transmission strategy is described in the following instruction set: 

send all application data 
until (all application data is acknowledged) 
     exploit current acknowledgment info 
     send or multiply-send missing data 
end; 
Both transmission tactics (and how receipt of packets is affected) are depicted in 

Figures 3 and 4. Of course, in reality, the number of received packets is orders of 
magnitude higher. The figures present how gaps of missing packets (at the receiver) 
are filled. 

 

 
Fig. 3. First transmission tactic. 

 
Fig. 4. Second transmission tactic. 
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4   Experimental Evaluation 

4.1   Evaluation Methodology 
 
We have implemented DTTP’s primary capabilities on the Network Simulator [14]. 
In particular, our DTTP implementation supports reliability (based on the second 
transmission tactic described in Section 3.3, and deploying SACK functionality), cus-
tody transfer, and rate-based transmission up to the line capacity. We have left paral-
lel data transfer capability as a future extension to the protocol. However, given the 
static nature of space communications, we have also omitted congestion control. In-
deed, each communication session in current space missions involves extensive plan-
ning and prior scheduling. Should space communications shift to more flexible archi-
tectural schemes, congestion control can certainly be incorporated into DTTP. 

In this preliminary study, we evaluate DTTP performance over space network 
paths varying in distance, data rate, number of hops, and error rate. In our simulations, 
distance extends through to Mars-Earth communication scenarios. In such distances, 
data rates are in the order of hundreds of Kbps, such as in ESA’s Mars Express mis-
sion and NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. The maximum bandwidth-
propagation delay product (which reflects the size of the communication pipe) occurs 
at shorter distances where high data-rates dominate that product [15]. At this stage, a 
comparative experimental evaluation is not feasible. On the one hand, TCP is not a 
competitive candidate for comparison due to its inability to function over very long 
distances with intermittent connectivity, and on the other hand, we do not have suffi-
ciently detailed description to produce reliable simulation code for protocols such as 
LTP-T. 

Table 1 shows the configuration of simulation parameters: combinations of Round 
Trip Times (RTTs) and data rates considered in our simulation tests; number of hops; 
and packet error rates. Error models that more precisely capture space network condi-
tions were not explored in our study, and are left for future work. Indeed, wireless 
channels typically exhibit burst error characteristics. Relevant to distances covered in 
our tests, space communication channels demonstrate bit error rates of 10-5 through 
10-8. We just apply a uniform packet error rate that spans up to 10%, and examine the 
effects on DTTP performance. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

{Round Trip Time (sec), 
Data Rate (Mbps)} 

{500, 10} 
{1200, 2} 

{2500, 0.5} 
Number of Hops 2, 5 

Packet Error Rate (%) 0, 1, 5, 10 
 
In our tests, we use DTTP on top of IP, and packets are 1000Bytes long. In every 

simulation there is one DTTP source (the original sender) that wants to transfer a 
10MByte file (i.e., there is no contention for channel capacity). Two topologies are 
used: a 2-hop and a 5-hop topology, as depicted in Fig. 5. For each direction 
(downlink or uplink), the one-way propagation delay is uniformly distributed among 
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all links comprising the path. The packet error rate is equal for both the forward and 
return path (that carries the application data and the acknowledgments respectively). 
Along with applying the afore-mentioned error-rate, last link in the forward path ex-
hibits intermittent connectivity: it constantly alternates between on/off states (i.e., 
connected/disconnected) at a fine-grained granularity relevant to each simulation’s 
duration. On average, that last link is available for 70% of the simulation time, and 
unavailable for the remaining 30% of time. Also, for this preliminary set of tests, 
buffer capacity of each DTTP entity is set to relatively high levels (a few MBytes suf-
fice for our tests) so that no data or ACK packet is lost due to a buffer being full. In-
stead, packet losses are caused only by link errors introduced in the simulations. 
However, our intention in this paper is to validate DTTP’s properties and provide 
some initial results for a file transfer scenario. 

 

 
Fig. 5. 2-hop and 5-hop topologies. 

4.2   Results and Discussion 
 
Graphs in Fig. 6 present completion times for a 10MByte file transfer, both in 2-hop 
and 5-hop topologies. Each of the graphs refers to a combination of RTT and channel 
capacity values, as laid out in Table 1. 

First noticeable observation is DTTP’s ability to grab available bandwidth. Indeed, 
in all cases DTTP completes the file transfer in about twice the value of one-way 
propagation delay. An interesting (and expected) result is that DTTP performs better 
when the number of hops increases. This is a rational outcome that is justified by the 
custody transfer capability of DTTP. More specifically, as reliability task is delegated 
from one node to the next one, shorter SACK-feedback receipt times (now pertaining 
to distinct links and not to end-to-end paths) facilitate data communication and bring 
shorter application completion times. Closer look at the graphs in Fig. 6 reveals that 
as error rate increases, then the greater the number of hops the better DTTP performs. 
This is depicted by the deviation angle of 2-hop and 5-hop lines in Fig. 6. 

We also remark that varying degrees of error rate does only slightly affect the file 
delivery completion time, when a DTTP session is given full provision of the com-
munication channel. This is explained by the fact that a single DTTP application runs 
on all links in our simulations. Therefore, DTTP exploits bandwidth resources at the 
maximum extent: if all application data has been sent at least once, then the (original 
or intermediate) DTTP sender fills the pipe by multiply transmitting missing seg-
ments. Of course, this is reflected in the percentage of retransmitted packets (not pre-
sented here due to space limitations). The trade-off between file delivery completion 
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time and percentage of retransmitted packets affects the end-system and overall net-
work performance, and is to be investigated in a future study of ours. We refer the 
reader to [16] for an automatic retransmission technique that induces early packet re-
transmissions in order to cope with high bit error rates. 

 

 
Fig. 6. File delivery completion time using different communication pipes. 

The impact of propagation delay on DTTP throughput is shown in Fig. 7. Again, 
we observe that the greater the number of hops, the better the DTTP throughput 
achieved. In particular, when the (average) packet error rate increases, DTTP benefits 
more drastically from greater number of network hops. 

 
Fig. 7. Round-trip-time impact on file delivery completion time. 
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5   Conclusions 

Current and planned activities in space allow for communications strategies that rely 
on collaborative and multihop end-to-end paths. In this context, a reliable transport 
service is clearly an important missing component of the communication architecture. 
We proposed and evaluated DTTP as a potential candidate to fill this gap. We dis-
cussed how DTTP satisfies the functionality requirements of both DTN- and IP-
oriented space communications. We also demonstrated experimentally that DTTP ex-
hibits satisfying performance, which is enhanced as number of hops increases. In es-
sence, DTTP forms a reliable, transport solution to support flexible multi-node space 
communications. 

As a future task, we are planning to refine and add to DTTP functionality, and 
validate its properties further. More specifically, we intend to: (i) explore efficient ac-
knowledgment schemes in order to cope with extreme bandwidth asymmetries; (ii) 
improve its (re-)transmission behavior taking into account the limited bandwidth re-
sources and possibly in relation to delay-bandwidth product; and (iii) supplement 
DTTP with new capabilities, such as data transfer via parallel paths and explicit sig-
naling for storage resources exhaustion. 
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Abstract. Most of the existing sensor network deployments are con-
vergecast applications that transmit data from multiple sources to one
or more sinks. In this paper, we present the design of a self-organizing,
collision-free multi-channel convergecast protocol. We present experi-
ments that demonstrate our protocol’s energy-efficiency for low duty
cycle applications by comparing it to X-MAC. Our experiments also
demonstrate that our protocol’s ability to switch channels dynamically
increases robustness against interference.

1 Introduction

The number of sensor network deployments is increasing rapidly. Many of the
current deployments gather environmental data and send them to one or a few
sinks. This paradigm is often called convergecast and a number of convergecast
protocols have been developed [2, 8, 9, 11, 16].

Most sensor networks operate in license-free bands such as 868 MHz or 2.4
GHz. In the 2.4 GHz band, sensor networks need to co-exist with IEEE 802.11
(WLAN), Bluetooth and other networking technologies which can have a serious
impact on the IEEE 802.15.4 network performance if the channel allocation is
not carefully taken into account [14]. Modern low-power radios such as the IEEE
802.15.4-compliant CC2420 offer multiple channels which makes it possible to
switch channels in order to avoid interference. So far, however, there are only a
few attempts to make use of multiple channels. One of the major reasons for this
is that algorithms and techniques developed for general wireless networks are not
appropriate for wireless sensor networks. Many protocols are designed for more
powerful radio hardware and require frequency hopping spread spectrum wireless
cards [15]. Another frequent assumption made by existing general approaches is
that the hardware is capable of sensing on multiple channels at the same time.
However, radios typically found on sensor boards are single radio transceivers
that cannot simultaneously transmit and receive. On the other hand, they can
operate on different channels at different times.

We present an energy-efficient convergecast protocol that improves robust-
ness by using multiple channels available on modern low-power radios such as
the CC2420. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first convergecast pro-
tocol that uses multiple channels for this purpose. Our protocol builds on the
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notion staggered slots introduced by DMAC [11]. We deploy distributed slot as-
signment to achieve a collision free convergecast protocol without network-wide
time synchronization, as well as channel-switching in case a currently used chan-
nel is interfered. We use acknowledgements for slot assignment and inter-node
synchronized wake-up scheduling. WiseMAC has exploited a similar idea by in-
cluding the sampling schedule offset into acknowledgements [7]. In addition, by
adding control information in the acknowledgement, we provide synchronized
channel switching to increase robustness against interference. We present exper-
iments on real hardware that demonstrate the energy-efficiency of our protocol.
Simulations with the COOJA simulator [12] as well as experiments on real hard-
ware demonstrate that our scheme increases robustness against interference. The
protocol’s ability to synchronize node wake-up without explicit time synchro-
nization is especially useful for low duty cycle data collection applications that
demand long lifetime.

The rest of paper is outlined as follows: In the next section we present the
design of our convergecast protocol. Section 3 discusses the implementation of
our multi-channel algorithm in more detail and presents simulation results. Ex-
perimental results are shown in Section 4. Before concluding, we discuss related
work in Section 5.

2 Convergecast Protocol Design

Our convergecast protocol uses the notion of staggered slots introduced by
DMAC [11].

Recv Send

SendRecv

Recv
Sink

Level 1

Level 2

data

data

Recv Sendsleep

data

Recvsleep

sleep

Fig. 1. Staggered wake-up a la DMAC

Figure 1 presents the staggered wake-up scheme employed by DMAC. As
shown in the figure, different levels of the tree send at different times in order to
reduce delay and contention. However, in DMAC there is still contention between
nodes on the same level.

Figure 2 shows our basic idea. The receiver of a message sends an ACK that
besides acknowledging a packet also states in how many seconds it will turn on
its radio again and is ready to receive packets from its children. This way, no
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sleep t

ACK n, t ACK n+1, t

Fig. 2. Basic synchronization scheme

explicit time synchronization needs to be performed since only relative time is of
importance. Note that nodes do not need to have their radio turned on during
the whole duration of the TX slots.

Sink

data

data data

data

sleep t

N1@Level 1

N2@Level 1

ACK: N2;N1 ACK: N2;N1

sleep t+offset(2)

sleep t+offset(1)

TX

TX

RX

TX

RX

TX

Fig. 3. On-demand slot assignment

By adding offsets for different nodes into the ACK packet, we can extend the
basic scheme to let a parent such as the sink node assign slots to its children.
Figure 3 demonstrates how the sink assigns different offsets to its children. Each
acknowledgement packet contains ACK-fields denoting the positive and negative
acknowledgement of the children’s data packets in always the same order. This
way, the position of the ACK-field can be used by the children to compute their
offset into the parent’s RX slot. The parent’s RX slot must be long enough to
allow a maximum number of children to transmit. In the scenario in Figure 3,
node N2 may send before N1.

The scheme can be applied recursively to extend it towards a whole tree.
However, when extending the scheme to several levels we need to take care to
avoid collisions between nodes on different levels. Towards this end, we introduce
a maximum number of children per node. Based on the maximum and its position
in the tree, a node can compute its wake-up time and hence offsets for its children.
This way, we build a collision-free tree without explicit time synchronization. An
example is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, N2 is the parent of N3 and N4.
However, the send and receive offsets may no longer be aligned, i.e. a node’s RX
slot is not immediately followed by its TX slot. Hence, a node needs to turn its
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Fig. 4. Slot assignment for larger tree

radio on and off more often which implies a little energy overhead that should
be well compensated for by avoiding collisions.

2.1 Multiple Channels

Current standards for low power networking allow the usage of multiple chan-
nels. For example, in IEEE 802.15.4, there are 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz band.
However, only a limited number of protocols leverage the possibility of chan-
nel switching in case a channel becomes unusable due to interference. We add
channel switching in our design by using the same idea of adding additional
control information into the acknowledgement. In our current design, we add
information about the next two channels to use into each acknowledgement. If
a node does not receive any data message from its children, it blacklists the
corresponding channel 1. More details can be found in the next section.

3 Simulating Channel Switching

We have implemented a channel switching algorithm that switches between two
channels. In each acknowledgement, a node announces to its children on which
channels the next two ACKs will be sent. For example, the first ACK in Figure 5
announces that the sink will send the next ACK on Channel 6 and the successive
one on Channel 1. In order to receive the ACK on the correct channel, the level
1 node always performs channel switching after having sent its payload packet.

Figure 5 is produced from the log of a simulation in the COOJA [12] simu-
lator. COOJA supports radio traffic on multiple channels and it is possible to
add disturber nodes that interfere with transmissions on a certain channel. The
acknowledgements sent by the level 1 node are not shown.

1 We might also choose a new, not blacklisted channel.
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Fig. 5. Channel switching during interference

The figure shows that when the sink notices that it does not receive a message
on a certain channel, it announces that it will send future acknowledgements on
the channel that is not interfered. This way it is also indicated on which channel
the sender should transmit. Note that in the figure only the acknowledgments’
fields for channel usage are shown. The acknowledgements also advertise received
packets. For example, the second acknowledgement also advertises that the sink
has not received the previous packet.

4 Implementation and Results

In this section we present results from experiments with real hardware using the
Tmote Sky platform. We have implemented the proposed scheme in the Contiki
operating system [3] above the broadcast layer of the Rime protocol stack [4],
i.e. we turn the radio on and off and change channels at the application layer.
The scheme could also be implemented in the MAC layer below the Rime stack.
Our current implementation is not optimized in that it does not try to minimize
the guard times of the RX slots.
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4.1 Energy-efficiency of the proposed approach

We estimate the energy consumption of four nodes deployed in a chain. With
our self-organizing approach, we simply set the maximum number of children per
node to one to achieve a four-level network setup. The energy consumption is
estimated using Contiki’s software-based on-line energy estimation method [5].
We concentrate on the energy for radio listening as radio listening is the domi-
nating factor for power consumption in WSNs [5]. We compare our protocol to
X-MAC, a power-saving MAC protocol that is designed to run on top of the
802.15.4 physical layer [1]. X-MAC reduces the power consumption by switching
the radio on and off at regular intervals. To send a packet, a node broadcasts a
train of short strobe packets. The strobe packet train is long enough to allow all
nearby devices to be switched on at least once. When receiving a unicast strobe,
a receiver immediately sends a short acknowledgment packet allowing the sender
to send the full packet.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of average radio listen power

Figure 6 shows the average power consumption for radio listening comparing
X-MAC with the proposed protocol. Since our protocol has a constant radio
listening time for each packet, the radio listening time decreases approximately
linearly when less packets are sent. In all scenarios, the proposed protocol per-
forms better than X-MAC.

Figure 6 also shows that with the same duty cycle, X-MAC consumes less
energy when there is less traffic, i.e. a duty 10% duty cycle will not per se
extend the lifetime of the network with a factor of 10 but that the lifetime
extension depends on the traffic volume. The reason for this is that after the
intended receiver of a packet has indicated that it is ready to receive a packet,
the receiver must have its radio turned on until it has received the packet. This
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Fig. 7. RSSI levels without an interfering node (left) and RSSI levels with a nearby
node interfering on channel 6 (right).

task consumes much more energy than listening for the short X-MAC strobe
packets.

The results indicate that our proposed protocol is suitable for data collec-
tion applications with very low duty cycles, for example applications collecting
temperature values in buildings.

4.2 Channel Switching

Channel Switching Overhead Using a microcontroller hardware timer, we
measure the duration of our channel switching radio driver function call. The
function waits until any pending transmission is finished, and then commands
the radio chip to change operating frequency. Finally, the function activates
the new frequency by resetting the radio to receive mode. Without any pending
transmissions, our results show that the duration is approximately 131 µseconds.
These experiments demonstrate that the additional delay introduced by switch-
ing radio channels is not significant.

Measuring Channel Quality We have implemented a small procedure to
measure channel quality based on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI).
Figure 7 shows the RSSI levels of the 16 channels with and without a disturber
node on channel 6. The increase of the RSSI on channel 6 when the disturber is
turned on is clearly visible.

Increased Robustness with Multiple Channels In the next experiment,
we use a sink node, a sender and a disturber node. The latter is programmed to
cause interference by sending packets back-to-back on a predefined channel. The
sink sends acknowledgements every 10 seconds. Therefore, the sender transmits
6 packets per minute. The algorithm is the same as described in Section 3. Five
minutes and 25 seconds after the beginning of the experiment, the disturber
interferes with the packet transmission on channel 6.
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Figure 8 shows that an application that uses a single channel only is not ro-
bust against channel interference. As expected, when multiple channels are used,
our channel switching algorithm takes the loss of one packet as an indication to
move future communication from the corresponding channel. Hence, after one
packet is lost, all packets arrive reliably at the sink again. Our scheme expects
that retransmissions of lost packets are performed during the node’s next TX
slot. For example, the automatic retransmissions in 802.15.4 cannot be used,
since our acknowledgements are not unicast packets.

We have not yet integrated the channel quality measurement procedure into
our protocol. This would allow us to proactively stop using a channel when it is
interfered instead of using packet loss as the indication for interference. Since the
quality measurement procedure is very fast, its energy consumption is almost
negligible.

5 Related Work

One of the reasons for reduced robustness and reliability in sensor networks are
temporal disturbances/uncertainties in the radio medium. In 2003, experiments
by Zhao et al. have demonstrated the existence of temporal disturbances, i.e. they
have shown that packet reception rates of sensor nodes vary significantly over
time even in quite static environments [17]. Petrova et al. have measured that
different 802.11 channels interfere with a set of different 802.15.4 channels [13].

While modern low-power radios such as the IEEE 802.15.4-compliant CC2420
are available, so far there are only a few attempts to use the available channels.
Many of these have leveraged multiple channels to increase throughput and
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increase performance. Zhou et al. have focused in their simulation results on
throughput, energy efficiency and channel access delay [18]. Durmaz Incel et al.
have shown that a multi-channel version of LMAC increases performance pro-
portional to the number of available frequencies compared to the single-channel
version [6]. Liang et al. have reduced the dissemination time of large objects in
wireless sensor networks by utilizing multiple channels [10]. In contrast to these
efforts, we use multiple channels to increase robustness and reliability by switch-
ing to a different channel if interference makes it impossible to use the selected
channels.

One of the most energy-efficient convergecast protocols is Dozer [2]. In con-
trast to our approach, Dozer does not build a collision-free delivery tree. The
same is true for Twinkle [9], DMAC [11] and the approach proposed by Gand-
ham et al. [8]. The latter tries to reduce latency by minimizing the number of
required timeslots. Zhang et al. focus on bursty convergecast where large bursts
of packets are transmitted [16]. None of these protocols uses multiple channels.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a convergecast protocol that dynamically builds
a collision-free tree based on information in the acknowledgements. The protocol
also performs channel switching to reduce interference problems. Our simulations
and experiments with real hardware have demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
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Abstract.  In  this paper, evaluation of  the  routing overlay  solution  for Hybrid
Mobile  ad  hoc  Networks  is  provided.  The  motivation  for  the  routing  overlay
solution arises from interoperability, network infrastructure cost and complexity
problems  related  to  integration of  static  Internet  networks  and mobile  ad hoc
networks with different types of devices. The evaluation has been carried out by
comparing  the  overlay  routing  with  the  traditional  ad  hoc  routing,  and
measuring  the  performance  and  overhead  in  laboratory  test  system.  The
measurements indicate that the overlay causes some more delay and overhead,
however, it works quite well from the functional point of view when limitations
are taken into concern.

Keywords: ad  hoc  mobile  networks,  mobility,  hybrid  networks,  routing,
overlay

1   Introduction

Today,  the  commercial  wireless  networks  are  usually  quite  static  in  nature,  and
only the last or first hop to the end user system is wireless. The ad hoc networks are
different in  the sense that wireless media is also applied between the devices, which
establish the dynamic network. This means that communication between the devices,
where  a  direct  radio  link does  not  exist,  is  supported over  some  other  intermediate
device(s) by means of the multihopping function. The hybrid mobile ad hoc network,
discussed  in  this  paper,  is  an  ad  hoc  network  which  may  be  mobile  and  may  be
temporarily  connected  with  static  network  such  as  Internet,  and  it  can  therefore  be
called  as  a  hybrid  mobile  ad  hoc  network. The  routing  overlay  refers  to  a  virtual
network  created  on  top  of  the  existing  physical  network.  In  such  a  routing  overlay
network  the  virtual  links  create  the network.  A  link  is  logically  a  direct  connection
between the nodes, however, there still may exist several physical routing hops in the
physical underlying network.

 There are multiple of ad hoc routing protocols available. Each of these protocols,
e.g. Topology  Dissemination  Based  on  ReversePath  Forwarding  (TBRPF),  Ad hoc
OnDemand Distance Vector (AODV), and Dynamic MANET Ondemand (DYMO)
has some benefits and drawbacks, however, it can be claimed that none of them have
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reached de facto status in market. Or at least, none of the protocols is applicable for
all  of  the  use  environments  due  to  different  delay  requirements,  reaction  times  for
route changes, the power capabilities of the routing devices, and the limitations of the
bandwidth usage, quality of service  level and security. Therefore, it can be assumed
that either multiple ad hoc routing solutions should be allowed, or at least the solution
should  be  modular  enough  to  enable  smooth  configuration.  When  multiple  ad  hoc
routing solutions are applied, the interoperability will become one of the most critical
requirements.  Another  challenge  is  related  to  the  network  infrastructure,  and
especially the cost of investments required when building it. When an ad hoc routing
protocol  is  taken  into  use,  it  usually  requires  changes  in  the  network  infrastructure
part of the existing system to allow interoperability with legacy systems. One possible
way  of  overcoming  the  required  infrastructure  cost  is  the  application  of  overlay
routing. This limits the investments to overlay routers, the number of which is smaller
than  infrastructure  routers.  The  mirror  side  of  the  same  problem  is  visible  in  the
terminal  side;  the  commercial  mobile  terminals  may  support  the  novel  developed
features,  such  as  mobile  IP  [2],  ad  hoc  routing  and  NEMO  extensions  [3]  for  the
mobile  IP  in  future,  but  their  proper  functioning  requires  network  infrastructure
support. When mobility is concerned, the NEMO enhancements to Mobile IP provide
one potential solution. However, the availability of a home agent for all the devices in
the  ad  hoc  network  may  be  a  problem.  In  addition,  the  overhead  caused  by  bi
directional tunneling in the NEMO solution may be a problem, which is more serious
in nested mobility cases. In addition, the complexity of the system is huge due to the
heterogeneity  of  the  configurations.  It  is  still  not  known  whether  the  currently
ongoing  specification  work  at  IETF  for  Mobility  EXTensions  for  IPv6  (MEXT)
improve the situation. Based on the described interoperability, network infrastructure
cost and complexity reasons, we have developed the overlay routing approach for the
mobile ad hoc networking, the approach of which is initially described in our previous
publication [1].

 In  the  overlay  routing  approach  [1],  the  system  consists  of  different  types  of
nodes, which can be normal IP network node, open network infrastructure (ONI, e.g.
Linux)  or  closed  network  infrastructure  (CLI,  e.g.  Symbian,  Microsoft)  nodes.  The
ONI nodes allow user changes to the network infrastructure part of the software, and,
basically,  the  CLI  does  not  allow  it.  The  approach  relies  on  the  solutions  such  as
Routing Overlay Bridge, Overlay Router, and a novel overlay routing control protocol
(ORCP). The Routing Overlay Bridge routes packets destined for the CLI devices to
the  overlay  network  and  overlay  level  packets  coming  from  the  CLI  devices  to  the
physical routing (IP) level. In addition, the Routing Overlay Bridge manages the pipes
between  the  ONI  device  and  the  CLI  device.  The  CLI  device  contains  an  overlay
router, whose  task  is  to manage the overlay  routing  in general. The overlay  routing
includes solutions for network mobility and ad hoc routing in the overlay level. First,
the IP packets are routed between the routing overlay and the network layer. Then the
routing and management of pipes towards the other nodes is carried out based on the
overlay  routing  tables.  Finally,  an  application  programming  interface  (API)  is
provided for user applications.

 The contribution of this paper is evaluation of the overlay routing approach. The
evaluation has been carried out by comparing the overlay routing with the traditional
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ad hoc  routing  [6],  and  measuring  the  performance  and  overhead  in  laboratory  test
system.

 Rest  of  this  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  Chapter  2  describes  the  developed
routing  overlay  and  AODV  based  ad  hoc  routing  solutions  in  the  context  of
experimental  system.  Chapter  3  describes  the  measurements  carried  out  in  the
experimental  system  and  discusses  about  the  key  achieved  results.  Finally,
conclusions are provided in chapter 4.

2   Ad hoc Routing Solution

2.1   Experimental System Overview

The experimental test platform for ad hoc routing solutions is visualized in Figure
1. The mobile network consists of two mobile clusters: AODV Ad hoc Network and
Routing Overlay Ad hoc Network. Both ad hoc network clusters consist of a mobile
router (MR) and set of mobile nodes (MN). The difference between the clusters is that
the ad hoc routing in the overlay cluster applies the routing overlay approach [1, 5],
and  the  routing  in  the  AODV  cluster  is  executed  using  simple  AODV1.  The  other
issue  is  that  different  kind  of  devices  have  been  applied:  the  multihop  node  in  the
AODV cluster is a Laptop Linux (ONI) device (MN2) or Internet Tablet Linux (ONI)
device (MN3), and the multihop node in the routing overlay cluster is Symbian (CLI)
device (MN5). The role of MR is to connect both clusters into the static IPv6 network,
which contain of home agents (HAs) for MNs and MR, correspondent node (CN) and
SIP server.  In the  test platform, the mobility of  the network represented by  the MR
has  been  implemented  using  the  NEMO  protocol,  which  actually  is  extension  to
Mobile IPv6 technology. It is transparent to the provided ad hoc routing solutions.

1 The simplified version of the AODV protocol, which is designed and implemented by VTT.
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Figure 1. Experimental test platform.

 The physical realization of the mobile network connections has been implemented
using 11/2 MBit WLAN cards, the laptops and desktop machines execute Linux, and
the  symbian  device  is  Nokia  9500  communicator  with  Symbian  operating  system
version 7.0. The operating system has a hybrid IPv4/IPv6 stack, however, it does not
contain the Mobile IP functionality, and the API provided to the programmer does not
allow modifications or additions to the IP stack. This means, that it doesn’t allow the
user to modify the routing tables. Therefore, the Symbian device is a CLI device, and
all  the  needed  functionality  must  be  provided  at  the  application  level,  as  an
application  level  routing  overlay  network. The application  layer  refers  to  the  layer,
which uses purely the APIs provided by the operating system. The Internet tablet is
Linux  based  Nokia  770,  which  is  an  ONI  device  and  it  is  possible  to  modify  the
physical routing capabilities of it.

2.2   Routing overlay Solution

The  routing  overlay  solution  is  based  on  the  pipes,  and  a  novel  overlay  routing
control protocol,  called here  as ORCP, has  been  developed  for  it. Thus  the  overlay
works using pipes between nodes, Figure 2 [1]. There are several different pipes in
the ORCP: the pipes between the Symbian mobile nodes, pipes between Symbian and
Linux mobile nodes, and the NEMO specified bidirectional pipe between the mobile
router  and  the  home  agent.  The  NEMO  bidirectional  pipe  works  purely  on  the  IP
layer,  so  it  is  transparent  from  the  routing  overlay  perspective.  There  is  no  pipe
between the Linux mobile node and the mobile router, communication between them
works  purely  on  the  IP  layer.  The  pipes  between  Symbian  mobile  node  and  Linux
node are different from the pipes between two Symbian mobile nodes. That’s because
there  is  the IPBridge  software  between  on  the  Linux  mobile  node  that  enables  the
creation and usage of the pipe.

The pipes are designed to be data transparent, which means that any data can be
transmitted over them. The routing overlay applies TCP/IP for transport, because of
the  need  for  reliable  transmission  of  data,  even  if  it  adds  some  overhead  to  the
communication.  The  routing  overlay  protocol  packets  contain  starting  and  end
markers, as well as the length of the message and the actual data payload. A special
poll message has been created to see if the pipe is still alive. The poll message is an
empty pipe message in the ORCP with pipe message length of zero.

A single pipe  is  identified by a  linklocal address of  the node,  the mobile prefix,
and its global and sitelocal MANET addresses. When data is to be sent to the global
address of a node, it is actually sent to the linklocal address. The real network layer
connection exists on this IP address. There is need for overlay nodes to inform others
about  their  address,  or  for  the  Linux  device  to  inform  the  Symbian  mobile  nodes
about its sequence number. This is carried out by using special messages of the ORCP
protocol. The message for sequence number exchange contains the sequence number
identifier and the sequence number, and  the message  for address  exchange contains
the address type identifier, the address length and the address.
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Neighbour  discovery  is  a  fundamental  part  of  the  dynamic  discovery  of  network
nodes. For this, multicast messages are employed, using the services of the underlying
network directly. The multicast messages sent from the Symbian mobile node are sent
to a multicast group, which the mobile nodes have joined. The Linux nodes also send
these  messages,  advertising  their  IPBridge  software.  The  single  sent  message  is
received  by  all  the nodes  listening  to  that  address.  The  multicast  group  used  is  the
linklocal, not global.

Figure 2. The Routing Overlay Pipes.

The IPBridge  component  is  needed  to  transmit  the  IP  packets  from  the  overlay
network level to the IP level in order to function with the normal Internet and nodes
not  implementing  the  overlay  network  functionality.  This  software  works  on  the
Linux platform and has to capture IP packets destined to the Symbian mobile nodes,
as well as push the IP packets received from the Symbian pipes to the IP layer of the
Linux device. In order to do that, the Netfilter/IPTables architecture has been used. It
defines hooks in which the user can register and mangle the packets received. So, the
software is implemented as two separate modules, one functioning on the kernel side
with  the  netfilter  hooks  and  one  functioning  on  the userspace.  The  IPBridge  also
needs  to  be  advertised  and  this  is  done  with a  multicast message  just  like  with  the
Symbian mobile nodes.

The core of  the ORCP protocol has been  realized  in  this research. The solutions
described earlier establish the basis for the Overlay Router and mobility engine, which
implements  overlay  routing.  When  an  IP  packet  is  to  be  sent  to  a  destination,  the
overlay routing table is consulted for the next hop to the destination. This next hop is
a reachable neighbor, to which the mobile node has a pipe.
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2.3   Discussion

The  overlay  routing  is  realized  using  pipes  controlled  by  ORCP  protocol.  The
pipes are created for the transmission of user data payload, and each pipe is realized
using TCP/IP. This means naturally that some additional overhead is included for the
user data traffic, because of additional TCP/IP headers in the messages. In this kind of
an  approach,  a  pipe  is  a  logical  link  and  direct  connection  between  the  nodes,
however,  there  still  may  exists  several  physical  routing  hops  in  the  physical
underlying  network.  In  this  approach,  the  routing  happens  between  pipes  in  the
overlay network nodes. Ad hoc routing using e.g. AODV is different in the sense that
the control protocol, AODV, works in the application level, however, the routes are
established  over  the  physical  connections  from  a  node  to  next  physically  adjacent
node. When sending data from source to destination, the route goes through each of
these physically adjacent nodes. Thus, each node in the physical route has a routing
table related to the route. In the overlay routing approach, the routing tables are only
in the overlay routing nodes.

When the system contains CLI nodes, they are very difficult to be taken as a part of
the ad hoc network. One possible solution is application of overlay approach to enable
connecting them to  the ad hoc network. As a part of  this research we have realized
ORCP  protocol,  which  makes  it  possible.  However,  the  question  is  how  much  the
overlay  routing  degrades  the  performance  and  how  much  overhead  is  caused.  And
especially,  it  is very  interesting  to know whether  the overlay  routing  is  feasible and
possible to be applied.

3   Measurements

3.1   Arrangements

The  objective  of  the  measurements  has  been  to  execute  the  same  tests  with  the
ORCP based  routing overlay and SAODV based ad hoc  routing solutions, and then
analyses  the  degradation  of  performance  and  additional  overhead  caused  in  the
overlay approach, and its feasibility in general. The measurements have been carried
out in the experimental test platform visualized in Figure 1. In the tests, the end node,
middle  node  and  mobile  terminal  are  laptops  with  Pentium  3 700/800  MHz
processors, 256 MB ram and executing Linux Fedora core 4. Mobile router is a laptop
with PentiumM 1.8 GHz processor, 512 MB ram and executing Linux Fedora core 3.
Nokia  770  is  Linux  based  internet  tablet  with  Texas  Instruments  ARM  250  MHz
processor  and  64  MB  ram.  Nokia  9500  communicator  executes  Symbian  S80
operating system.

In  the  first  phase  tests, registration  time,  signaling  overhead  and  data  payload
overhead are measured and explained. The registration time refers  to delay which is
caused by initializing the system to be ready for operation. Signaling overhead refers
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to the number of required control messages and transmission of their contents. Data
payload overhead refers  to the required control  type of bits  included for each of  the
user data packets. Comparison of route discovery wasn’t feasible, because of limited
realization of ad hoc routing in the overlay level.

In the second phase, the performance of the solutions is compared using real end
user  mobile  devices  as  intermediate  nodes.  The  performance  with  the  SAODV  is
tested by measuring transfer speed and ping delays with Linux laptops and Nokia 770
internet  tablet.  The  performance  of  the  Overlay  is  tested  using  the  Nokia  9500
Communicator running Symbian S80 as an intermediate node.

In the tests, Linux laptops and Nokia 9500 are setup in 11 Mbps mode, but Nokia
770 is in 54 Mbps mode. This difference should be seen in throughput  tests if 770’s
processing speed is high enough. Test system has been built in a laboratory room and
the system consist of seven different devices in the test platform (Figure 1), but only
devices  required  in each  test had  their WLAN cards enabled. There were also  from
one to six other WLAN networks in the office environment consuming the available
WLAN band, but they were in other channels and their signals were relatively weak.
Most  of  the  measurement  data  were  collected  with  Ethereal  tool  and  Nethawk’s
WLAN  analyzer  was  used  for  doublechecking  results.  Throughput  and  delay  tests
were made in a passage of the office in a way that end nodes didn’t hear each other,
but middle node could hear both end nodes.

3.2   Measurement Results

The first phase measurement results dealing with registration delays and overhead
are shown  in Table 1. The registration delay  with SAODV includes duration of  the
Hello  procedure  and  route  discovery  and  with  overlay  the duration  of  the neighbor
discovery  and  pipe  establishment.  The  route  discovery  is  carried  out  to  establish  a
route between MN1 and MR. The pipe establishment refers initialization of two pipes:
MN4MN5, MN5MR enabling a connection between MN4 and MR. The procedures
makes the same result,  the connections between MN1MR, and MN4MR are ready
for use. Therefore,  the registration delays are estimated  to be  comparable with each
other.

The SAODV hello procedure with laptops takes ca 5 ms, and the route finding ca.
12  ms  (+2  ms).  When  distance  between  SAODV  nodes  increases,  increases  also
route finding time, which was in very short distances (<1 m) about 12 ms and in short
distances (~10m) about 30 ms in office environment.   With Nokia 770 the SAODV
registration time is little longer than with laptops. Hello procedure takes ca. 10 ms and
route finding ca. 22 ms.

The total registration time with overlay took 1698 ms to complete. With MR and
MN5 registration  took about 801 ms. First packet  is a neighbor advertisement UDP
broadcast  and  the  last  packet  is  an  ACKmessage  of  the  TCPconnection  creation.
Registration with MN4 and MN5 took 897 ms. Last TCPmessages were pure ACK
messages,  so  if  actual  data  transfer  would  begin  immediately  after  connection
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creation,  those  ACKmessages  could  have been  sent  along with  data  packets  about
200 ms earlier.

Table 1. Measurement results
registration

time
number of
signaling
messages

signaling
overhead
(bytes)

data payload
overhead
(bytes)

SAODV
laptop

5,3 ms
(Hello) +

12+2
ms (route
discovery)

9
(hello), 9

(route disc.)

450 B
(Hello) +

712 B
(route

discovery
) = 1162

Bytes

40

SAODV
Nokia 770

10,2 ms
(Hello) +

22 ms
(route

discovery)

9
(hello), 9

(route disc.)

1162
Bytes

40

ORCP
Nokia 9500

1698 ms
(801

ms, 897
ms)

19 738
Bytes +

810
Bytes =

1548
Bytes

72, or 144
(if separate

acks)

The measurements indicate that SAODV registration takes considerable less time
(under 20ms) than overlay (1.6 sec).  The reasons for this are estimated to be caused
by the delays in the neighbor discovery and pipe establishment.

The number of required signalling messages in the SAODV hello procedure was 9,
and  another  9  for  the  route  discovery,  which  means  18  included  messages  in  the
SAODV registration. The overlay startup required 19 messages for MR and MN4 to
make  neighbour  advertisements,  neighbour  solicitations  and  creation  of  TCP
connections (pipes) with MN5 (Nokia 9500). The last TCPmessages are pure ACK
messages so if actual data transfer would begin immediately after connection creation,
those ACKmessages could have been included into data messages. Thus there are not
any big differences in the number of messages.

After  the connection has been established, SAODV doesn’t create any additional
overhead to the user data payload. This means that the normal IP traffic headers are
included,  which  means  40  bytes  header  for  IPv6.  The  only  additional  overhead  is
caused by the hello messages, which are sent every now and then. But they do not add
any  data  to  the  user  data  traffic  messages.  The  overhead  introduced  by  the  overlay
solution  is  caused  by  the  use  of  TCP  as  the  transmission  protocol.  TCP  connection
establishment is not included in the overhead analysis. The absolute overhead per user
data  byte  have  not  been  calculated  since  the  amount  of  user  data  sent  in  a  TCP
segment varies. When the IP packet is pushed over the pipe with a TCP PSH+ACK
message,  the  IPv6  header  allocates  40  bytes.  After  that,  the  following  TCP header
allocates 32 bytes. So, the minimum overhead for every IP packet is 72 bytes. This is
the case when the TCP ACK message [7] can be sent with the data. If the receiving
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end does not have any data to send to the other end, it will send a TCP ACK message,
which is another 72 bytes. It can be calculated that the same overheads occur every
time an  IP packet  traverses  across a pipe.  If  the packet  traverses  across  two pipes –
like in this scenario  the minimum occurring overhead will be 144 bytes.

The second phase measurements dealing with delays and throughput are visualized
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In the measurements, data is sent with ping6 from MR and
measurement  results  are  collected  with  Nethawk  network  Analyzer  and  Ethereal
executed in the MR. The pings are sent using various speed from MR, and the delay
from the request to the response are measured. As shown in Figure 3 , ping delay for
the overlay solution is ca. 30 ms, and  for  the SAODV solution ca. 10 ms when  the
pings are sent relatively rare. In the latter case, the delays with the laptops are a little
bit smaller than the ones with Nokia 770. When the system become more loaded, then
at  some  point  (when  throughput  is  17  kb/s)  the  delay  with  the  overlay  start  to
increase. When throughput is ca. 145 kB, the delay with the SAODV and laptop start
to increase, while Nokia 770 continues to work as before. This is probably due to the
reason that Nokia 770 was configured in 54 Mb mode.
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3.3   Detailed overlay performance measurements

One of the methods to measure overlays throughput was basic Ping. Pings were run
with  different  intervals  and  packet  sizes.  However,  it  seemed  that  there  were  some
inaccuracies with low interval times, so the following Pingmeasurements are – in that
part – only suggestive and not exact.

The  overlay’s  maximum  throughput  was  tested  with  simple  program  that  sends
UDPpackets  with  Netcat  from  MN7  to  MR.  Sending  speed  (packets/s)  is  slightly
increased after each sent packet to see how much traffic overlay could handle. Traffic
was measured with Nethawk WLAN Analyzer and results were calculated from trace
files.  In  that  test  the  overlay  was  able  to  reach  about  19  kB/s  throughput  in  one
direction.

 Overlay’s maximum throughput was also tested with ping with different intervals
and packet sizes. The Nokia 9500 throughput in one direction is shown in Figure 5,
which  describes  the  results  of  five  tests  with  different  interval  and  packet  size
settings.  First  test  were  made  with  600 bytes  packets  and    0,05  s  intervals and  last
successful  test  (fourth)  were  made  with 700  bytes packets  and  0,035  s  intervals.  In
fourth test the overlay reached its maximum throughput, about 20kB/s. In fourth test
the overlay was a bit unstable and ping varied pretty much, but the overlay was able
to make through the test without crashing. In fifth test packet size was the same 700
bytes  as  in  fourth  test,  but  interval  was  changed  to  0.03  s.  As  picture  shows,  the
overlay crashed just after the start of the test.

After  logging was  turned off,  it was possible  to  stream video and audio over  the
overlay  network.  VoIP  sessions  were  tested  and  calls  were  made  successfully  with
KPhone software. KPhone had 3 available codecs to be used: iLBC, G.711 and GSM.
The VoIP sessions through the overlay were most successful with iLBC, because of
the  lowest amount of packets  transmitted  in a certain  time  interval. The  low packet
transmit  rate  through  Nokia  9500  is  important,  because  the  Symbian  device  has
limited capabilities and hangs if the packet transfer rate becomes too high.
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Figure 5. Nokia 9500 throughput in one direction.

It  was  also  possible  to  stream  light  video  through  the  overlay  with  VLC  media
player.  Due  to  the  overlay’s  limits,  only  very  small  video  clips  could  be  streamed
through the overlay and clips’ quality had to be reduced manually with VLC.
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3.4   Discussion

The measurements  indicate  that the application of  overlay  causes  the  registration
time to be considerable higher than with the traditional ad hoc routing (ca. 20ms vs.
1.6 sec). This is due to the ipv6 neighbor discovery and pipe establishment delays in
the overlay case. From SAODV point of view the neighbor advertisement protocol is
useless  and  only  mixes  SAODV  control  traffic.  In  addition  the  overhead  of  the
overlay is higher (32 bytes, 72 bytes).

The measurements also indicates that the overlay solution and/or Nokia 9500 has
some problems with performance, which is seen in the higher delays, and the fact that
the  delays  start  to  increase  when  the  system  is  more  loaded.  Nokia  770  has  a  bit
higher delays than laptop which is caused probably due to limited system resources.
One potential source of deviations to the measurements may be caused by the fact that
Nokia 770 was configured in 54 Mb mode when executing the tests, while the other
equipments were in the 11 Mb mode.

However, the overlay solution based on the ORCP seems to work quite well in the
functional point of view. Thus the overlay solution can be applied, but its limitations
related to registration time, overhead and performance should be taken into concern

4   Conclusions

In this paper, evaluation of the routing overlay solution for Hybrid Mobile ad hoc
Networks  is  provided.  The  motivation  for  the  overlay  solution  arises  from
interoperability,  network  infrastructure  cost  and  complexity  problems  related  to
integration  of  static  Internet  networks  and  mobile  ad  hoc  networks  with  different
types  of  devices.  The  evaluation  has  been  carried  out  by  comparing  the  overlay
routing  with  the  traditional  ad  hoc  routing,  and  measuring  the  performance  and
overhead in laboratory test system.

The measurements  indicate  that the application of  overlay  causes  the  registration
time to be considerable higher than with the traditional ad hoc routing (ca. 20ms vs.
1.6 sec). In addition the overhead of the overlay is higher (32 bytes, 72 bytes). Even if
the  delays  and  overhead  may  cause  some  concerns,  the  overlay  approach  seems  to
work quite well from the functional point of view. In addition, it provides a possible
approach for the interoperability, network infrastructure cost and complexity reasons
problems. This means that overlay approach is feasible, but its limitations related to
registration time, overhead and performance should be taken into concern.
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Abstract. Multi-hop cellular network is a new emerging wireless 

communications system, which leverages the advantages of ad hoc networking 

and those of cellular networks. This paper presents an architecture for a multi-

hop cellular network, which is composed of two popular and complementary 

technologies, namely the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

(UMTS) and the IEEE 802.11. The two networks are seamlessly connected via 

a gateway. The gateway composition including self-configuration protocols for 

addressing, gateway discovery and routing in the multi-hop cellular network 

were proposed. Finally, we have examined the end-to-end performance of the 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) over the multi-hop cellular network.       

Keywords: Multi-hop cellular, Ad hoc networks, IEEE 802.11, UMTS 

1   Introduction 

Multi-hop cellular network [1] is a new emerging wireless communications system, 

which incorporates the ad hoc characteristics into cellular networks. In ad hoc 

networks, nodes communicate with each other on a peer-to-peer basis without the 

need of infrastructure support. If direct communication is not feasible between a 

source node and a destination node, then intermediate nodes are used as routers, 

which results in multi-hop communication. Cellular networks, on the other hand, rely 

on the support of fixed infrastructure and require network planning. Since multi-hop 

ad hoc and cellular networks have different but complementary features, the co-

operation between these two networks would leverage the advantage of each other.   

In this paper, we discuss a multi-hop cellular network architecture based on the 

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc 

mode. UMTS [2] is a Third-Generation (3G) cellular network which is currently 

being deployed world-wide. UMTS enables ubiquitous mobile Internet connectivity 

in a seamless fashion at data rates up to 2 Mb/s. IEEE 802.11 [3] has recently 

emerged as an important technology for ad hoc networking. IEEE 802.11 operates in 

the unlicensed frequency band of 2.4 GHz and offers data rates up to 54 Mb/s for the 

enhanced version, i.e., IEEE 802.11g. The co-operation between UMTS and IEEE 

802.11 ad hoc networks poses a new set of problems. Currently cellular networks 
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including UMTS only allow connectivity of single terminals. If a notebook PC 

accesses the Internet via UMTS, then the single terminal functions merely as a 

modem. In multi-hop cellular networks, we no longer have single terminals but a 

mobile ad hoc network wanting to establish co-operation with UMTS for Internet 

connectivity. Hence, the functionality of UMTS terminal should be enhanced to play 

the role of a gateway between the UMTS and IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks.  

The contribution of the paper is twofold. Firstly, it presents an architecture for the 

multi-hop cellular networks, which includes the design of the UMTS-802.11 ad hoc 

network gateway and self-configuration protocols for addressing, gateway discovery 

and routing. Secondly, it evaluates the end-to-end performance of Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP) [4]. TCP is a transport protocol employed in the Internet to 

provide reliable end-to-end data transfer and congestion control. It is used by a large 

number of Internet applications such as Email, File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and web 

browsing. TCP is very likely to continue to be the dominant transport protocol in the 

multi-hop cellular network. To date, the performance of TCP over multi-hop cellular 

networks has not been investigated yet although the performance of TCP over each 

individual technology has been extensively studied. Hence, our work advances the 

knowledge and results published in prior research work by providing an insight into 

TCP performance in such a network. We have developed simulation modules that 

model the multi-hop cellular network in the widely used network simulator, ns-2 [5].  

2   Related Work 

In this section, we review prior related work in the integration of ad hoc and cellular 

networks. 

The authors of [6] described the main issues in the realization of an integrated ad 

hoc and cellular architecture. Specifically, their work focused on gateway discovery 

mechanism, mobility and routing. The ad hoc GSM cellular system [7] proposes a 

relay mechanism that enhances the coverage of GSM networks over dead spots where 

direct communication with the base station is not possible. Lin and Hsu [8] proposed 

a multi-hop cellular network where every mobile station participates in relaying 

traffic. Their work aimed at reducing the number of base stations and used relays to 

improve coverage. The work of Lin and Hsu was further extended by the authors in 

[9] to include an explicit control channel, neighbor discovery mechanisms, routing 

protocol and channel allocation scheme for both best-effort and real-time data. 

In [10], the authors proposed a hybrid cellular and IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network 

architecture. In stead of multi-hop, their work focused on one-hop relay in the ad hoc 

network. The rationale behind their design was to reduce system complexity, avoid 

inefficient ad hoc routing, and the impact of inefficient medium access mechanism. 

The authors in [11] also proposed a hybrid cellular and ad hoc network architecture 

namely, UCAN, to increase cell throughput without sacrificing fairness. The proposed 

architecture required every mobile station to have both cellular and IEEE 802.11 ad 

hoc links. In [12], a similar integrated cellular and ad hoc network architecture as 

UCAN was proposed. However, the authors primarily focused on reducing 

connection blocking probability by diverting traffic from congested cells to 
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neighboring lightly-loaded cells. They used specialized stationary relays which were 

strategically placed between cells for this purpose. In [13], the channel pool is divided 

into a set of fixed channels and a set of forwarding channels so that traffic can be 

redirected to non-congested cells using the forwarding channels. 

SOPRANO [14] advocated self-organization at the physical, data link and network 

layers for the purpose of optimizing the capacity of multi-hop cellular network. The 

authors of [15] described an integrated ad hoc and cellular network architecture 

whereby base stations were involved in coordinating peer-to-peer communications in 

order to increase cell throughput and coverage. The opportunity Driven Multiple 

Access (ODMA) [16] provides a relaying protocol to enhance cellular coverage and 

reduces radio transmission power and co-channel interference. 

3   Application Scenarios 

In this section, we present two scenarios to illustrate the practical application of the 

multi-hop cellular networks. The first scenario extends the reach of UMTS 

connectivity to mobile users on offshore oil and gas production fields. In the second 

scenario, we show how the multi-hop cellular network can provide communications 

in times of calamity – earthquakes, hurricanes, tsunami, terrorist attacks, etc.  

3.1 Offshore Communications 

The coverage of terrestrial infrastructure cellular networks (e.g., UMTS) is limited by 

the radio transmission range of the basestations. In many remote areas (e.g., sea), 

terrestrial cellular networks are simply not available. Consequently, satellite 

technologies are usually used for communications, which are expensive. Figure 1 

shows the multi-hop cellular network as an enabling technology for offshore 

communications, which is cheaper than satellite systems. The multi-hop ad hoc 

network is used to extend the reach of terrestrial cellular network to mobile users on 

an oil rig. In the figure, the ad hoc network can be realized using the IEEE 802.11 

technology. The ad hoc network is connected to the terrestrial cellular such as UMTS 

via a gateway. 

3.2   Disaster Recovery Operations 

When a natural disaster or terrorist attack strikes, search and rescue operations are 

usually hampered by communication failure as the incumbent communications 

infrastructure is damaged or destroyed in the incident area. An ad hoc network, with 

the support of Voice over IP and video streaming, can be spontaneously set up to 

restore communication. In addition, the ad hoc network can provide global 

connectivity if it is connected to the nearest undamaged basestations of the cellular 

networks. One or more ad hoc nodes function as a gateway for interworking with the 

infrastructure basestation.    
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Fig. 1. Offshore Communications 

3   Multi-hop Cellular Network Architecture  

The multi-hop cellular network shown in Figure 2 is engineered using two 

complementary technologies, namely UMTS and the IEEE 802.11 technologies. The 

architecture of the multi-hop cellular network comprises three tiers: tier 1 − the 

UMTS network, tier 2 − the UMTS-802.11 gateway, tier 3 − the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc 

network, which comprises a group of IEEE 802.11 mobile nodes. The protocol 

architecture for the multi-hop cellular network is shown in Figure 3.    

UMTS

UMTS-802.11 

Ad Hoc Gateway

IEEE 802.11
UMTS Channel

IEEE 802.11 

Channel

Legend:

Node B
Node B

RNC

SGSN

GGSN

To Internet

 
Fig 2. Multi-hop Cellular Network Architecture 

 

Tier 1 – the UMTS network provides connectivity to the Internet. The main 

components of the UMTS network are Node B, Radio Network Controller (RNC), 
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Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). 

The Node B sees each UMTS-802.11 ad hoc gateway as a UMTS mobile station. In 

other words, the IEEE 802.11 mobile nodes are transparent to the UMTS network. 

The Node B is connected to the RNC which is in turn connected to the SGSN. The 

SGSN is responsible for routing data packets to the correct RNC from GGSN and 

vice-versa. 

 

Tier 2 – the UMTS-802.11 ad hoc gateway is a hybrid device which has two different 

network interfaces located between the UMTS network and the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc 

network. On the UMTS side, it contains the UMTS radio access protocol stack, and 

on the other side, it is the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc mode protocol stack.  

 

Tier 3 – the IEEE 802.11 mobile nodes are end-user devices. They can either 

stationary or mobile, and can form a wireless ad hoc network among themselves.   

For simplicity, we will refer to the UMTS-80211 ad hoc gateway and the IEEE 

802.11 mobile node as ad hoc gateway and Mobile Node (MN), respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Multi-hop Cellular Network - Protocol Architecture 

3.1   UMTS-802.11 Ad Hoc Gateway Discovery 

For Internet access, an MN must search for an ad hoc gateway that provides Internet 

connectivity. The ad hoc gateway can be more than one hop away from the MN. The 

ad hoc gateway discovery is a process by which an MN finds the ad hoc gateways. 

The ad hoc gateway discovery can be realized proactively or reactively. In the latter 

approach, the ad hoc gateway discovery is triggered by an MN, while the former is 

initiated by the ad hoc gateway. To leverage the advantages of both approaches, a 

hybrid approach is appropriate for the ad hoc gateway discovery. 

Instead of defining a new ad hoc gateway discovery protocol, we chose to overlay 

the ad hoc gateway discovery mechanism on an existing ad hoc network routing 

protocol. We selected AODV [17] as the ad hoc network routing protocol and defined 
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two new ad hoc gateway discovery messages: Gateway Advertisement and Gateway 
Solicitation. Gateway Advertisements are periodically broadcast into the ad hoc 

network by the ad hoc gateway through its IEEE 802.11 radio interface. Note that, the 

Gateway Advertisements are not broadcast to the UMTS network. If an MN in an ad 

hoc network wants to learn about the ad hoc gateway immediately, it can broadcast a 

Gateway Solicitation which triggers immediate Gateway Advertisements. For 

instance, an MN will send a Gateway Solicitation message if the frequency of the 

Gateway Advertisement is low. The advantage of overlaying ad hoc gateway 

discovery protocol on an existing ad hoc network routing protocol is that routes 

between the ad hoc gateway and an MN are concurrently constructed during the ad 

hoc gateway discovery phase using the AODV mechanism rather than separating the 

gateway discovery from route construction, which leads to shorter route discovery 

time and lower overhead. The Gateway Advertisement message format includes the 

ad hoc gateway identification (i.e., IP address), sequence number, Time to Live 

(TTL), hop count and subnet prefix. Intermediate MNs may only forward the 

Gateway Advertisement if the number of hops has not been reached, which is defined 

by TTL. 

3.2   IP Address Auto-configuration 

For Internet connectivity, each MN is assigned a unique and globally routable IP 

address. We will assume IPv6 since it has much larger address space than IPv4. IPv6 

defines two dynamic address allocation schemes, namely, stateful auto-configuration 

and stateless auto-configuration techniques. The former auto-configuration scheme 

relies on a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [18] server to allocate IPv6 

addresses. The server maintains a database containing the necessary information and 

keeps tight control over the address assignment. In the stateless auto-configuration 

[19], the MN is more involved in the allocation of the address. The MN generates its 

own address by combining a subnet prefix with an interface identifier (i.e., the IEEE 

802.11 MAC address). Both auto-configuration techniques cannot be used unchanged 

since they are not designed for multi-hop networks. The stateless auto-configuration 

is preferred over stateful because it does not rely on a dedicated server, which is 

natural in an ad hoc environment.  

   The signaling involved in the IPv6 address allocation is shown in Figure 4. When 

an MN joins the multi-hop cellular network, it generates a link-local address by 

adding the interface identifier (IEEE 802.11 MAC address) to the link-local unicast 

prefix (FE80::/64). The MN uses this link-local address to send a Gateway 

Solicitation message (step 1). If the ad hoc gateway does not have a subnet prefix and 

no Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context exists, it must establish a PDP context using 

the PDP context activation (steps 2-5). The PDP context is a logical connection 

between the ad hoc gateway and the GGSN. Once a PDP connection is established, 

the ad hoc gateway is visible to the UMTS network and it can send and receive data 

packets. Furthermore, the ad hoc gateway issues a Router Solicitation message to the 

GGSN (step 6), which in turn triggers a Router Advertisement message (step 7). After 

the ad hoc gateway receives the Router Advertisement message, it constructs a 

Gateway Advertisement message which includes the subnet prefix contained in the 
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Router Advertisement. The ad hoc gateway broadcasts the Gateway Advertisement 

message to the MN (step 8). The MN generates a globally routable IPv6 address by 

concatenating its interface identifier and the subnet prefix.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Modified IPv6 Stateless Address Allocation  

4   Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of end-to-end TCP over the multi-hop 

cellular network.  

4.1   Simulation Set-up 

The end-to-end performance of TCP was evaluated using an event-driven simulator, 

ns-2 [5]. ns-2 supports the TCP/IP protocol suite, several ad hoc routing protocols and 

the basic IEEE 802.11 ad hoc and infrastructure functionality. The UMTS modules, 

which were developed in our previous work [20], were used since ns-2 did not 

support UMTS. However, the UMTS modules lacked an ad hoc gateway component. 

Hence, extensions were made to the UMTS modules for modeling the ad hoc 

gateway. The AODV implementation of ns-2 was extended to support the gateway 

discovery protocol. With the extensions in placed, instances of the ad hoc gateway 

together with the IEEE 802.11 MNs, and the UMTS components can be instantiated 

and formed the simulation topology shown in Figure 5. For the ad hoc network, a 

chain topology was configured from 1 hop to a maximum of 4 hops. A chain topology 

was chosen because it is a good example of multi-hop scenario. Each MN was 

stationary and equally spaced with a distance of 130 m from its adjacent MNs. All the 

MNs were single-mode 802.11 nodes. The chain topology was connected to the 

UMTS network via a single ad hoc gateway. A full-duplex UMTS Dedicated radio 

CHannel (DCH) was allocated to the ad hoc gateway. The downlink and uplink bit 

rate of DCH were set to 2 Mb/s and 384 kb/s, respectively. An independent and 

uniformly distributed error model was used to model the DCH channel characteristics. 

The transport block error rate in the range of 0% to 30% was considered. A transport 

block corresponds to a UMTS MAC data frame. The TCP version employed was New 

Reno. For ad hoc network, the IEEE 802.11b was used since ns-2 only supports this 

version. The gross bit rate offered by the IEEE 802.11b is 11 Mb/s. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation Topology 

4.2 Simulation Results 

In the performance evaluation, we consider a single data flow and multiple data flows.  

4.2.1 Single Data Flow 

The performance metrics of primary interest is throughput. The throughput at the 

RLC and TCP layers was obtained using a single file transfer flow between an MN 

and a fixed host. Data were flowing in the downlink direction from the host to the 

MN. That means, the only data going in the reverse or uplink direction were the TCP 

acknowledgements. RLC throughput is defined as the amount of correctly received 

data (both RLC blocks and control messages) at the RLC layer in bits per second 

(b/s), excluding the RLC header. TCP throughput (b/s) is defined as the amount of 

successfully received TCP segments (including header) at the TCP layer. The TCP 

segment and RLC payload size was set to 512 bytes and 40 bytes, respectively. 

In order to simulate long-lived TCP connection, the file transfer session was set to 

run for 1000 s, which is equivalent to 100,000 UMTS radio frames. Firstly, the 

simulation was run using the IEEE 802.11 basic CSMA/CA mechanism, and then, the 

same set of simulation was repeated for the CSMA/CA with Request to Send 

(RTS)/Clear to Send (CTS). Figures 6 and 7 depict the normalized throughput of RLC 

and TCP as a function of transport block error rate. Both the obtained RLC and TCP 

throughputs were normalized with respect to the UMTS downlink channel bit rate of 

2 Mb/s. The throughput was evaluated from 1 to 4 hops in the IEEE 802.11b ad hoc 

network. The throughput for UMTS without the ad hoc part was also evaluated as a 

performance reference. In the figures, the throughput when the receiver is just the 

UMTS mobile station without the ad hoc part is denoted as 0-hop while the other 

throughputs are labeled with the number of hops in the ad hoc part. For example, 1-

hop refers to an MN when it is directly reachable by the ad hoc gateway. With 

reference to Figure 5, MN1, MN2, MN3 and MN4 are 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-hop away from the 

ad hoc gateway, respectively. The normalized RLC and TCP throughput plots with 

and without the RTS/CTS mechanism are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.  

The attained throughput for RTS/CTS is lower, which is due to the overhead 

incurred by transmitting the RTS/CTS frames. The normalized TCP throughput plot is 

non-linear. The non-linear behavior is due to the underutilization of the UMTS radio 

channel as a result of the large TCP bandwidth-delay product. [4]. In the simulation, 
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the TCP window size was set to 256 segments (or 131,072 bytes), which was bigger 

than the maximum allowable TCP window advertisement (65,535 bytes) [4]. Since 

the delay in the Internet and the UMTS network is fixed, the large bandwidth-delay 

product is attributed to the large transmission delay over the UMTS radio interface 

which is the result of RLC retransmission and in-sequence delivery. In the case of 

30% transport block error rate, the mean TCP round-trip delay was 1.74 s, which gave 

a bandwidth-delay product of 435,000 bytes. This would require a TCP window size 

of approximately 850 segments. The underutilization problem can be overcome by 

increasing the TCP window size using the TCP Window Scale option, but this option 

can cause TCP timeouts due to excessive queuing delays at RLC and requires larger 

buffer size. 
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Fig. 6. Throughput versus Transport Block Error Rate for Basic Access 
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Fig. 7. Throughput versus Transport Block Error Rate for RTS/CTS 

 

An interesting phenomenon was observed in Figures 6 and 7. The TCP throughputs 

obtained for 2- (only RTS/CTS), 3- and 4-hop scenarios saturated at a fixed level for 

all the different transport block error rates. For the 2-hop scenario of the basic access 

case, the TCP throughput saturated at transport block error less than 15%. The 

simulation traces were examined and did not reveal any timeout or abnormality in 
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TCP. However, the RLC plot in Figures 6 and 7 indicate that the UMTS radio channel 

was underutilized. This led us to study the performance of the IEEE 802.11b chain 

topology alone without the UMTS network. The relevant simulation parameters (e.g., 

TCP segment size, window size, etc.) for the chain topology were the same as those 

used in the integrated UMTS-802.11 network simulation. The saturation throughput 

of TCP obtained from the chain topology alone corresponds to the achievable TCP 

throughput in Figures 6 and 7. For instance, the TCP throughput for the basic access 

case for 4-hop scenario was 0.56 Mb/s, which was approximately 28% of the UMTS 

channel capacity of 2 Mb/s as indicated in Figure 6. For more than 1-hop, the RLC 

throughput initially increased with the transport block error rate because of redundant 

retransmissions of RLC data. The retransmission is controlled by a fixed value timer, 

which is non-optimal for higher transport block error rate. 

4.2.2 Multiple Data Flows 

We now consider multiple competing data flows in the downlink direction with the 

same network topology as in the previous subsection. In this case, each MN was 

allocated an FTP flow. Therefore, we have a total of four FTP flows that are active 

concurrently. All of the FTP flows are originating from the same fixed host. The first 

to the fourth FTP flows were assigned to MN1 to MN4, respectively. The FTP flows 

were sequentially started with a 10 s delay between two successive FTP flows. The 

fourth FTP flow was set to commence the earliest at 0 s then followed by the third 

FTP flow which started 10 s later, and the first FTP flow begins at 30 s. All of the 

FTP flows ended at the same time 600 s. It is important to note that all the flows share 

a single DCH channel. Even though, the FTP flows commenced at different times, the 

throughput was only computed over the period at which all the FTP flows were 

concurrently active. We computed the TCP throughput attained for each FTP flow 

and also the aggregate throughput. In addition to computing the throughput, we also 

determined the fairness index (f), which is defined as [21]  
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where n is the number of concurrent FTP flows and xi denotes the throughput 

achieved by the ith flow. In our case, n is equal to 4 and flows 1, 2, 3 and 4 

correspond to the FTP flow at MN1, MN2, MN3 and MN4, respectively. The fairness 

index is used to investigate if the UMTS and the IEEE 802.11b radio channels are 

equally shared among all the FTP flows. When f equals to 1, it indicates that both the 

UMTS and the IEEE 802.11b radio channels are equally shared by all the competing 

flows. The TCP throughput plots and fairness indices with and without RTS/CTS are 

shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The aggregate TCP throughput for the basic 

access mechanism is higher than the RTS/CTS, which is consistent with the 

throughput results obtained for the single flow case. The fairness indices were less 

than 1 for all the different transport block error rates. As observed in Figures 8 and 9, 

the TCP throughput of flow 1 was approximately two times larger than other flows, 

which leads to unfairness. Flow 1 gained a larger share of the radio channel because it 

had the shortest round-trip time, which encouraged the TCP window size to increase 

faster.  
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Fig. 8. TCP Throughput versus Transport Block Error Rate for Basic Access 
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Fig. 9. TCP Throughput versus Transport Block Error Rate for RTC/CTS 

5   Conclusion 

The paper has proposed a multi-hop cellular network which is composed of the 

UMTS and IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks. In such a network, the IEEE 802.11-

enabled nodes can get ubiquitous Internet connectivity via UMTS. A UMTS-802.11 

gateway is used to seamlessly interwork the UMTS and IEEE 802.11 ad hoc 

networks. The gateway composition and self-configuring protocols for addressing, 

gateway discovery and routing were discussed. We have evaluated the end-to-end 

performance of TCP over the multi-hop cellular network. Simulation results show that 

multi-hop cellular network using the IEEE 802.11 basic access mechanism 

outperforms the access mechanism with RTS/CTS. The IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network 

can be the performance bottleneck if the number of hops is more than one. When 

there are multiple data flows, the UMTS radio channel resource can be unfairly 

shared. The data flows, which span the least number of hops in the 802.11 ad hoc 

network, will gain a larger share of the UMTS radio resource.      
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Abstract. In this paper we review the technologies devoted to provide
a faster, more comfortable and flexible user interaction with mobile de-
vices through voice. We focus on the concept of speech enabled services
(SES) and their implementation by means of remote speech recognition
(RSR). In particular, we describe the available architectures to access
these services, namely, the ready-to-go network-based approach, on one
hand, and the promising distributed speech recognition architecture, on
the other. In addition, we explore the use of context information (user
context, network context, ...), a recurrent issue in mobile services, to im-
prove the RSR user experience. Finally, some of latest contributions of
our research work are briefly described.

Keywords: Mobile interaction, new interfaces, speech enabled services, re-
mote speech recognition, distributed speech recognition, context-aware speech
recognition.

1 Introduction

The ubiquitous and pervasive access to information services has become not only
desirable but almost necessary. However, mobile and portable devices devoted
to provide such service access, make it difficult or even frustrating due to their
required small size and inherent weight restrictions. Speech technologies can not
only solve these hurdles but also extend this access to special circumstances, for
example, driving or in a emergency, as well as help people with visual impair-
ments. This has emerged the concept of speech-enabled services (SES) [1], i.e.
services which it is possible to interact with by means of voice.

It is evident that automatic speech recognition (ASR) is an essential compo-
nent in SES systems. However, there exist serious limitations to include an ASR
subsystem in a portable device. Although possible, the embedded recognition
system should be very limited or its memory and computational requirements
would go beyond current mobile device capabilities and those foreseen in an im-
mediate future. Thus, instead of installing an ASR subsystem in the client ter-
minal which sends information requests to a remote server, an approach based
on the remote recognition of speech is proposed. Under this approach, the client
device just sends the speech signal or a parameterization of it to the server, while
? Work supported by project MEC/FEDER TEC2007-66600.
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Fig. 1. Speech Enables Service (SES) conceptual scheme.

the recognition itself takes place on the remote server. This approach is usually
known as remote speech recognition (RSR). Figure 1 depicts a diagram of a SES
system using this approach.

The advantages of the RSR approach are clear. First, there is no need to
install a complex ASR subsystem in the terminal user, so thin portable clients
can be used. Second, since speech recognition takes place at the server, this can
be much more powerful and flexible. In addition, the client is not limited to any
language, as it only transmits speech data.

Depending on how and what speech data is transmitted, two different archi-
tectures can be considered [2]:
– In Network-based Speech Recognition (NSR) architectures [3], speech is di-

rectly transmitted by a speech coder, for example, ITU-T G729 [4] or G723.1
[5], ETSI Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) [6] or iLBC [7]. Prior to recognition,
speech must be decoded and parametrized, so all the main ASR tasks (fea-
ture extraction and pattern recognition) are performed, from the point of
view of the client, by the network side.

– On the contrary, in Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) architectures [8],
speech signal is analyzed and recognition-oriented features extracted at the
client side. In such a way the portable device transmits only the parameters
required by the recognition system at the server. Currently there are four
DSR standards developed by ETSI [9–12], which reflects the potential of this
approach.

The choice between these architectures on digital channels is not easy since it
depends on the terminal intended for the application (cell phones without DSR
capability, DSR-enabled mobile phones, personal computers, laptops or PDAs),
the network type (GSM / GPRS / UMTS network or WLAN) and the robustness
against degradation sources.

In remote speech recognition two key sources of degradation can be consid-
ered. One of these sources is acoustic noise, consequence of the highly variable
environment in which the user will interact (conference halls, airports, stations,
...). To combat this kind of degradation a number of techniques have been pro-
posed to provide speech extraction parameters more robust against acoustic
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noise, such as Wiener filters, voice activity detectors and feature normalization
[2].

The second kind of degradation is due to the distortion introduced by the
transmission channel. It is well known that any wireless communication, as in
mobile devices, involves a hostile channel which causes a distortion in the speech
transmission. This distortion can cause from bit level errors to complete packet
losses (depending on the transmission technology) but, in any case, it results in a
performance reduction on RSR systems. Speech recognition systems are, to some
extent, used to dealing with acoustic noise. However, performance reduction due
to channel errors is novel and particular of RSR systems. Thus, in recent years,
a number of research groups have worked to improve RSR robustness against
this distortion. Our group has been one of them, providing different techniques
oriented to improve speech recognition performance over digital channels, in
particular, in IP and packet-switched networks.

In this paper we briefly describe the RSR related technologies which will allow
speech-based interaction with mobile devices. We first review the aforementioned
architectures available for remote speech recognition, namely, Network-based and
Distributed speech recognition (section 2). Then, we will focus on a very promis-
ing approach derived from the anywhere-anytime capability provided by RSR,
the context-awareness in speech recognition (section 3). This recent approach
proposes the exploitation of all the available context information (computation
context, user context and physical context) in order to enhance the quality of
speech recognition and the user experience. In addition, we will briefly describe
some of the recent developments of our research group, in particular, our pro-
posal for robust channel coding in DSR, our transcoding approach for NSR
systems and an example application which is being used as common framework
to test our techniques (section 4). Finally, section 5 is devoted to summarize our
conclusions.

2 Architectures for Remote Speech Recognition

Speech recognition can be seen as a pattern recognition problem in which we
can distinguish three different tasks:

1. Speech acquisition. The speech signal obtained from a microphone is sampled
and quantized so that a digital signal x(n) is available.

2. Speech parametrization. The speech signal is segmented into frames of 15-
30 ms. Every frame is processed in order to obtain a corresponding vector
of parameters (feature vector) with representative speech information useful
for recognition (spectral envelope, energy, etc.). Thus, the original signal is
transformed into a sequence X = (x1,x2 . . . ,xT ) of feature vectors.

3. Pattern matching. The final recognition is usually carried out as a MAP
estimation as follows:

W ∗ = arg max
W

P (W |X) = arg max
W

P (X|W )P (W ) (1)
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Fig. 2. Architectures for Remote speech recognition: Network-based speech recognition
(above) and Distributed speech recognition (down).

where W ∗ is the recognizer text, W represents any possible text and X is
the feature vector sequence. The required probabilities P (X|W ) and P (W )
are obtained from statistical models known as acoustic model and language
model, respectively. Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) is the predominant
approach for acoustic modeling, while a number of different approaches are
used for language modeling [2].

These three tasks do not need to be implemented at the same place, being possi-
ble to distribute them in different locations as long as there is a communication
network between them.

Depending on where we place the communication network in the processing
chain, we can distinguish between two alternative architectures for remote speech
recognition. In the NSR architecture, the client only has to acquire and transmit
coded speech, while all the processing is performed at the server. On the other
hand, the DSR architecture distributes the extraction the speech features to the
client whilst the classification process, or recognition itself, is performed at the
server.

2.1 Network-based Speech Recognition

The NSR approach is based on the use of an speech codec to transmit speech
information to the remote recognition server. Figure 2 (above) depicts this archi-
tecture. Three different types of speech codecs can be used in this architecture:
waveform, parametric and hybrids ones. We will briefly consider the basis un-
derlying these three types.

In waveform codecs the goal is to obtain a decoded signal that reproduces
the original signal sample by sample. These codecs usually operate at medium
bit-rates (2 bits per sample approx.) and show an acceptable robustness against
acoustic and transmission channel distortions. The basic technologies include
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time domain codecs based on PCM (G.711 standard) [13] , DPCM and ADPCM
(standards such as G.726 [14]. Waveform codecs can be also implemented in
the frequency domain [15], by means of transform and subband coding, mainly
applied to general audio encoding (MPEG standard).

Parametric codecs, traditionally known as vocoders [16, 17], employ a model
of voice production. They work on a frame basis so that, for each frame, a set of
model parameters are transmitted. These parameters (vocal tract information,
voiced or unvoiced classification and fundamental frequency or pitch) are used
to reconstruct or synthesize the original speech. This approach is not intended
to provide a decoded signal identical sample by sample. Instead the goal is to
achieve a signal perceptually equivalent to the original one.

Finally, hybrid codecs can be considered a mixture of waveform and para-
metric ones [18, 19]: They use a parametric model but also preserve the signal
waveform. To do so, a technique known as analysis by synthesis (AbS) is used.
By inserting the decoder into the encoding procedure, it is possible to know in
advance the waveform of the decoded signal. Then, original and decoded sig-
nals can be compared and an optimal encoding (in terms of the minimum mean
square error) obtained. An special mention deserves some hybrid codecs designed
specifically for Voice over IP (VoIP). Here we include G.723.1 [5], G.729 [4], AMR
[6], and the more recently proposed iLBC [7] (internet low bit-rate codec). This
codec, very popular in several VoIP systems, avoids any inter-frame dependen-
cies, allowing a very efficient packet loss concealment.

Despite the differences among codecs, it is clear that NSR systems must
rebuild the speech signal (through the corresponding decoder) and parametrize
it in a convenient way for recognition. This decoding is usually damaging for the
speech recognition process [20, 21], reducing its accuracy. Therefore, a variant of
the NSR architecture, which uses a direct transcoding from speech transmission
parameters to speech recognition features, has been extensively researched in
the last years [22–24].

2.2 Distributed Speech Recognition

In the DSR architecture the client device encodes and transmits only the re-
quired parameters for recognition (see figure 2) so that, the use of an speech
codec as seen in the previous subsection is not required. In this way, the incon-
veniences of using a codec (i.e. performance reduction) are avoided, achieving
a high performance recognition which is robust against several types of degra-
dations, requiring very low bit-rates (2-5 kbps in comparison with 5-16 kbps of
traditional codecs).

DSR technology is now well-established through the standardization efforts of
ETSI [9–12]. The key elements of this architecture are the speech parametrization
and the encoding and decoding (including the mitigation of transmission errors)
of the speech parameters, as well as the client robustness against environmental
noise [10].

The most common parameterization in DSR is that based on Mel frequency
cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs). This is due to the robustness of these parameters
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against changes in the acoustic environment. The procedure to obtain a vector
of MFCC parameters is rather simple and can be briefly described as follows.
First, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied over each frame of speech signal
(20-30 ms). Then, FFT is decimated by means of a filter bank and the cosine
transform (DCT) applied to the logarithmic outputs of the filter bank. The
filter bank responds to a non-uniform scale, known as Mel scale, which tries to
replicate the non-uniform frequency resolution of human hearing. In addition,
energy related parameters are usually added to feature vectors and, in the server
side, temporal derivatives of these parameters are computed and also included
as dynamic speech information.

The parameter coding can be performed in several ways. A first approach
is to use a simple scalar quantization, although more efficient encoding schemes
that use vector quantization (VQ) and prediction have been tested successfully
[25, 26]. The standard proposed by the ETSI [9] is based on VQ quantization, in
particular on the split VQ (SVQ) where groups of speech features (feature pairs
using the notation in the ETSI standard) are independently VQ quantized.

2.3 Architecture selection

As has been shown, there exist two possible architectures for RSR, namely,
Network-based and Distributed speech recognition. Both architectures are equally
valid, however, both present advantages and disadvantages which decide posi-
tively or negatively on their feasibility and desirability in one or other context.
Thus, the choice between these two architectures should be done taking into
account the following factors:

– Bandwidth restrictions: DSR typically requires a lower bandwidth.
– Terminal class which the application is oriented to (WiFi phones, mobile

phones without DSR capabilities, DSR-enabled mobile phones, laptops or
PDAs) and network type (GSM / GPRS / UMTS or WLAN).

– Transmitted speech availability: some secure applications require the com-
plete speech signal at the receiver (for example, for identity authentication).
Although some ETSI DSR standards [11, 12] allow speech reconstruction
from feature vectors, NSR provides a better signal quality.

– Robustness against acoustical noise and channel distortions. In general, DSR
is more robust, but the NSR architecture can be improved in these areas.

Remote speech recognition based on DSR turns out to be very promising in
the two most extended digital channels today, that is, IP and mobile wireless net-
works. In the fist case, the client-server architecture proposed in DSR naturally
fits in IP-based networks, since such architecture has been extensively used by
many other services already available. On the other hand, in mobile networks (as
in GPRS and UMTS ones), the higher protection applied in data traffic chan-
nels (those used for DSR) make feature transmission more robust to channel
distortions. Additionally, the bandwidth necessary for the speech transmission
is significantly lower.
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Fig. 3. Context-aware speech recognition.

On the contrary, in the short term, NSR is the only architecture available to
enable speech recognition on mobile devices. NSR systems have the advantage
of allowing the use of the current mobile terminals, such as mobile or WiFi
phones. However, the largest difficulty of this architecture lies in the reduction of
recognition performance caused by transmission errors and the coding/decoding
process. Due to this, research on NSR has not been abandoned.

3 Context-awareness in speech recognition

The importance of context-awareness in the future services over wireless net-
works has been recognized by the technological platform eMobility in its Strate-
gic Research Agenda [27]. In the case of speech recognition for user interaction
in mobile devices, context-awareness has the meaning of adaptation to a number
of environmental parameters. Thus, in addition to the speech signal, the context
information is exploited in order to improve the system performance and, in
general, the dialog between user and service. This idea is depicted in figure 3.

As can be seen in the figure, there are different types of information to be
taken into account on order to carry out context adaptation, but they can be
classified as follows:

1. Computation context (network type, user device, ...). The network type de-
termines aspects like the format of the data transmitted from the client to
the server or the type of error concealment that must be applied (bit error
mitigation for wireless transmission, packet loss concealment for IP networks,
...). The type of user device may determine the RSR architecture employed
(DSR for PDAs and smart phones or NSR for normal cellular phones).

2. User context (user profile, position, dialog records, ...). This context is mainly
related with the dialog that the user maintains with the server. Therefore,
regarding speech recognition, this context can be employed to adapt the
language models. In particular, the application example presented in the
next section uses the GPS user position to make the dialog more flexible.

3. Physical context (acoustic environment). This topic has been widely treated
in the literature as robustness against acoustic noise. In this case, the tech-
niques that have been proposed include speech enhancement, feature com-
pensation and model adaptation.
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As can be seen, the above issues have already been treated in some manner in
the field of user interaction, although under an independent vision. The concept
of context-awareness opens a new different and unitary vision to the environment
adaptation problem. The use of this concept in the field of ASR is relatively new
and appears as the next step in the development and deployment of RSR systems
[28, 29].

Regarding the adaptation to the physical context (acoustic environment),
the predominant context-aware approach is that of recognizing the acoustic en-
vironment, that is, the type of noise which envelops the user. Once the acoustic
environment and its corresponding average SNR is identified, it is possible to
employ a set of acoustic models specifically trained for it [30, 29] so that the
mismatch between training and user acoustic conditions can be minimized. It
is important to observe that under this approach, we are not considering the
instantaneous noise which corrupts the speech signal at every specific instant,
but the average acoustic environment (airport, train station, restaurant, street,
exhibition, ...). Therefore, this approach can be used in combination with classi-
cal noise reduction techniques. We must also note that it is impossible to store
a set of acoustic models for every possible acoustic ambient, but a finite set of
selected ambients. Thus, we can expect that in a real situation, the system will
identify the closest ambient amongst the set of considered ambient, so that a
residual mismatch will remain. In order to reduce it, Jacobian model adaptation
and feature compensation based on MMSE estimation and Vector Taylor Series
have been proposed [31]. The environmental noise has been classified in differ-
ent ways, using Hidden Markov Models [32], Gaussian Mixture Models [30], or
Gaussian CDFs [31].

4 Recent developments in our research group

In recent years, a number of research groups have worked to improve the RSR ap-
proach. In particular, several techniques have been developed to provide speech
extraction parameters which are robust against acoustic noise (by means of
Wiener filters, spectral attenuation, introduction of voice activity detectors and
feature normalization). In addition, coding (predictive codes, transform coding,
scalable encoding [2]) and decoding algorithms (interpolation, estimation tech-
niques, missing data and soft data [2]) have been proposed in order to make
speech parameters robust against channel distortions.

In the last years, our research group has developed different techniques ori-
ented to improve remote speech recognition performance over digital channels.
In particular, we have been focused on IP and packet-switched networks, since
currently there is a notable stream of research to what it is known as all-IP
convergence. In this section, we describe several novel techniques that have been
recently published.
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4.1 Robust channel coding for DSR

As we have mentioned, DSR is very suitable for IP networks. However, when
transmitting real-time data over a packet switched network (such as IP), one
of the most common problems encountered is that of packet loss. Since IP net-
works were designed to offer a best effort service, they are unable to offer a
reliable and quality packet delivery. Thus, on congested IP networks, routers
will discard packets if their input flow exceeds their output flow for a given data
route. Furthermore, irrecoverable errors in the wireless link commonly utilized
by handheld devices will result in packet elimination at the back-end. In these
scenarios, packet losses tend to appear consecutively and, in speech recognition,
this burst-like nature causes the most negative impact. In fact, DSR has shown
to be tolerant to very high loss ratios as long as the average burst length is
reasonably short (one or two frames) [33].

Novel receiver-based techniques have recently been proposed to mitigate the
effect of packet losses on the performance of DSR systems. These techniques
exploit the redundant information present in the speech signal to achieve a bet-
ter recognition performance than the standard reconstruction method based on
replacing the lost vectors by copies of the nearest received ones. Reconstruction
based on data-source modeling and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estima-
tion method [34] are examples of this. However, receiver-based concealment is
usually limited in the sense that it implicitly relies on the assumption that the
signal segment to be recovered is in steady state.

Our research group has explored the application of the so called sender-
driven recovery techniques, which assume the participation of the sender in order
to recover from an error. In particular, we have considered the application of
media-specific FEC schemes in which a replica, a strongly quantized version of
the current feature vector, is repeated in another packet. Thus, we start from a
very simple but effective FEC strategy based on the replication of the feature
vectors in packets greatly separated in time [35]. Let us suppose that, along with
the feature vectors corresponding to the current frame pair, we also include in
the packet replicas of the feature vectors corresponding to the frames located
Tfec time units before and after the current frame pair. Each packet would then
be composed of four frames (figure 4, furthers details are found on [36]). In this
way replicas can be used not only to recover some lost frames, but also to break
bursts of losses into shorter ones. For example, as can be observed in figure 4,
two replicas (marked in gray) are introduced in the middle of the burst, breaking
it into two halves.

Replicas can be further exploited in different ways. One of them is to en-
hance them using a Forward-backward Minimum mean square estimation (FB-
MMSE) as it is proposed in [35–37]. The other approach is to treat them, along
with the lost frames, at the recognition stage itself. In order to do so, Weighted
Viterbi Recognition (WVR) [38, 39], a modification of the Viterbi Algorithm
(VA) whereby the confidence in the decoded feature is taken into account, can
be applied. As advantage, the replicas degradation (due to the strong quanti-
zation) and losses are treated at the recognition stage, where the rich speech
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Fig. 4. FEC scheme: each frame pair is sent along with a media-specific FEC containing
information about distant frames.

source model utilized by the recognizer can be exploited. Further details of this
technique can be found in [36].

Additionally, in order to achieve better results, this FEC scheme based on
VQ replicas can be combined with frame interleaving strategies. A frame in-
terleaver permutes the order in which complete frames are transmitted. As a
consequence, when frames are restored into their original order at the receiver,
consecutive frame erasures are perceived as shorter bursts. The main hurdle is
that a direct composition of FEC and interleaving schemes results in a sum of
their corresponding delays.

To solve this problem, our group recently proposed a double stream (DS)
strategy whereby this sum is avoided. In this scheme, two independent sequences
of feature vectors are considered: a primary stream which consists of feature vec-
tors SVQ quantized, as in the DSR standard, and a secondary stream composed
of the same vectors but VQ quantized. This second flow is just a redundant
stream inserted within the packets by means of VQ replicas. Initially, vectors
from both streams are ordered according to their time instant. Then, different
interleaving functions are applied over each one. Thus, since both streams are
independently interleaved, the total latency caused in the transmission is equal
to the maximum of both interleavers.

This strategy has shown a considerable improvement on recognition accu-
racy. Assuming a short delay of 120 ms, it is possible to achieve an acceptable
recognition accuracy (up to 97%) in a very hostile channel with a 30% of packet
loss and average bursts lenghts of 6 packets (12 DSR frames) [40].

4.2 Transcoding Solution for NSR
The most obvious way to recognize speech under an NSR approach is by using the
decoded signal. However, it is also possible to perform speech recognition from
parameters directly extracted from the bit-stream, that is, without rebuilding
the speech signal (see figure 5). This approach, which is commonly known as
transcoding or Bitstream-based NSR(B-NSR), has some advantages over basic
NSR:

– One of the reasons that NSR gives a lower performance than DSR is due
to the post-processing performed by speech decoders. Although this post-
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Fig. 5. Transcoding operation.

processing improves the perceptual quality of speech, it negatively affects
the recognition. By means of transcoding, we can avoid this post-processing.

– The spectral parameters and the excitation information can be treated in-
dependently in a transcoding approach. With appropriate mitigation algo-
rithms, this independence can be exploited to improve the robustness to
transmission channel degradations.

– As it is not strictly necessary the complete reconstruction of the speech
signal, transcoding saves calculation.

The objective of this transcoding approach is to combine the advantages of
NSR and DSR. On one hand, the user terminal remains unmodified, that is, spe-
cific DSR hardware is unnecessary. On the other, the same speech recognition
performance as the DSR approach is achieved. Of course, the main problem is
to achieve a precise transformation of parameters from speech coding to speech
features for recognition. Speech recognition from speech codec parameters and
transcoding has been researched by a number of authors [41–44]. Our research
group has already proposed and published two different transcoders. The first is
designed to work over the EFR bit-stream and it is oriented for mobile networks
such as GSM [24]. The second one works on the iLBC codec and is designed for
packet-switched networks such as IP [45]. Both transcoders have shown signifi-
cant benefits in terms on recognition accuracy in adverse transmission channel
conditions.

4.3 Application example: An speech-enabled yellow pages
application with GPS information

In our research group we have developed a yellow pages based application as a
fast and simple framework to show the previous technologies. In this application,
the users can request information about the location of an service. For example,
requests such as Where can I find a restaurant in New York?, Where is the
nearest hotel?, ...; can be used. As can be inferred from the previous requests,
the user can specify the place where he is looking for the service or not. In the
later case, the information provided by a global positioning system (GPS) device
is used. Finally, the system response consists of a map showing the position of
the searched establishments and information about them (name, street name,
telephone number, ...).
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The application has been implemented in a personal digital assistant (PDA),
thus, the users can use it anywhere, anytime. However, a PDA can be very limited
in both interfaces (e.g., small keyboards, small displays, ...) and performance
(reduced CPU performance and limited battery life). The first limitation justifies
the use of an oral interface in the application. The second limitation prevents
that a traditional oral interface can be implemented in these kind of mobile
devices. Thus, a fully remote speech recognition approach is used. The main
components of this architecture are the client implemented in the user terminal
(PDA), the speech recognizer (DSR server) implemented in a remote server, and
the information retrieval (IR) server (IR server). The overall architecture of the
system is depicted in figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the speech enabled yellow pages system.

As a first step, the speech recognition capabilities have been implemented
using a DSR architecture where the recognition processing is split into a DSR
client based on the ETSI standard advanced front-end and a recognition server.
Speech features are transmitted from the client to the server over a packet net-
work (GPRS, UMTS, HSDPA, Wi-Fi, ...) using the corresponding DSR recom-
mendation for IP networks [46]. For generality shake, the recognized text is sent
from the remote server back to the client which makes the corresponding request
to an IR server (this request could be directly made by the server). Finally, the
IR server receives the user’s requests about the services that the user is looking
for and returns a map with their position.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we review the latest techniques and architectures devoted to provide
a user interaction with mobile device services based on speech and so, make
it faster, more comfortable and flexible. We have describe the two available
architectures to access speech enabled services, NSR and DSR. While in NSR a
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usual speech coder is used, a specific feature extractor is used in DSR. As we
have shown, both architectures are equally valid but, since they present different
advantages and disadvantages, their choice should be done taking into account
some considerations as user device, network type and robustness against noise
and channel distortion, among others.

Another relevant issue is the exploitation of the context in the mobile interac-
tion. This well known topic in mobile services is also a key aspect in SES services,
where context information can be exploited to improve the dialog between user
and service. In this paper we expose and briefly describe three different types
of contextual information: computation, user and physical context and present
how these are already being used to improve the RSR user experience.

In addition, we have described some of the recent contributions of our re-
search group to this area. Thus, by means of an integrated scheme that involves
FEC codes, interleaving and weighted viterbi recognition, we provide a robust
coding for lossy packet channels such as IP networks. On the other hand, ASR
performance is improved in NSR architectures by means of transcoders. Our
group has developed two of them (one for EFR/AMR and the other for iLBC)
which directly transform speech codec parameters to features vectors, avoiding
undesirable post-processing damaging effects. Finally, a simple but interesting
application, which is currently being used as integrating platform that combines
ASR capabilities and context information, is shown as example of the potential
of SES services.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a location-based service for disseminat-
ing geo-localised information generated by and aimed at mobile users.
The service itself works in a self-organising manner. A piece of hovering
information is attached to a geographical point, called the anchor loca-
tion, and to its vicinity area, called the anchor area. It is responsible for
keeping itself alive, available and accessible to other devices within its an-
chor area. Hovering information uses mechanisms such as active hopping,
replication and dissemination among mobile nodes to satisfy the above
requirements. It does not rely on any central server. Previous results in-
volving a single piece of hovering information have shown the interest
of the concept. This paper reports on a series of simulations involving
multiple pieces of hovering information. Our goal is to investigate the
scalability of the technique up to 200 pieces in a small geographic area.
Two main replication algorithms for pieces of hovering information are
compared, an Attraction Point algorithm and a Broadcast-based one.
These replication algorithms are combined with two different caching
policies, Location-based and Generation-based, for discarding hovering
information pieces from mobile nodes buffer when memory is not enough.

1 Introduction

The last two decades were marked by a rapid evolution of computer and com-
munication related technologies available to the end-users. From the 300MHz
processors available in the late 80s, today we are above 4GHz, and from 56Kbps
networks (modems), we have today home networks of more than 20Mbps. In a
similar way mobile storage capacities available to end-users have gone up from
1MB diskettes to 8GB memory sticks. The average end user today has more
wireless network, processing power and storage capacity available to a mobile
device, like PDA or smart-phone, than the semi-professional user of the late 80s.
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It is thus safe to assume that at the end of the 2010s the average user will have
a mobile device with more than 4GHz processing power, 100Mbps wireless net-
work connectivity and more than 1TB of local storage capacity, all supported by
powerful power supply, allowing him to have a continuous high bandwidth net-
work connection for periods longer than 24 hours. We can thus also anticipate
that the mobile available storage capacity of the end-users will be an impor-
tant percentage of the fixed storage capacity on the planet. Furthermore we can
expect that, mobile devices like phones and PDAs will be equipped with high
quality geo-localisation hardware (like GPS and Galileo chips).

Besides these technological advances, we have witnessed during the last few
years a new direction taken by the end-users in the creation of information. With
the available communication means, end-users are changing their behaviour from
information consumers to information producers. More and more information
created by end-users is becoming available on the internet, as it is observed by
the big success of sites like YouTube and FaceBook. We can thus anticipate that
for the next decade end-users will keep on producing even more content, making
it available to other users in different forms and under different means.

Considering the above predictions for the next decade, we can sketch a daily
scenario for the average user of the late 2010s. The user is equipped with a mobile
device through which he accesses location related information that was created
by him, friends, or even strangers. All this information is stored primarily into his
mobile device and may become available to other users without passing by a mo-
bile operator or a centralized server, instead setting up a mobile ad hoc network
and taking advantage of the vast amounts of mobile storage capacities available.
In this direction, we have defined the concept of Hovering Information, which
provides a promising solution by creating the basis and models for large-scale,
location related information management. Instead of accessing location-based in-
formation via a wireless network operator, the Hovering Information concept will
allow mobile devices to disseminate the information among them, thus relieving
the load of the wireless networks. Applications such as stigmergy-based systems,
traffic management over vehicle networks or mounting distributed information
systems on disaster areas could be implemented using hovering information.

This paper presents the hovering information concept, a replication algo-
rithm allowing single pieces of hovering information to get attracted to their
respective geographical related locations, called anchor locations; a broadcast-
based algorithm for comparing network and memory usage performances; and
two mobile nodes caching policies, Location-based and Generation-based, for dis-
carding pieces of hovering information when memory space is full. A complete
formal description of the hovering information model is described in [14].

2 Hovering Information Concept

This section describes the main concepts of a hovering information system: mo-
bile nodes, hovering information; and three main dependability requirements of
hovering information: survivability, availability and accessibility.
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2.1 Mobile Nodes and Hovering Information

Mobile nodes represent the storage and motion media exploited by pieces of
hovering information. A mobile node n is defined as a tuple:

n = (id, loc, speed, dir, rcomm, buff),

where id is its mobile node identifier, loc is its current location (a geographic
location), speed is its current speed in m/s, dir is its current direction of move-
ment (a geographic vector), rcomm is its wireless communication range in meters
and buff is its buffer (having a limited size) aimed to store replicas of the pieces
of hovering information.

A piece of hovering information is a piece of data whose main goal is to remain
stored in an area centred at a specific location called the anchor location, and
having a radius called the anchor radius. A piece of hovering information h is
defined as a tuple:

h = (id, a, r, n, data, policies, size),

where id is its hovering information identifier, a is its anchor location (geographic
coordinate), r is its anchor radius in meters, n is the mobile node where h is
currently hosted (hosting node), data is the data carried by h, policies are the
hovering policies of h and size is the size of h in bytes. Policies stand for hovering
policies stating how and when a piece of hovering information has to hover.

We consider that identifiers of pieces of hovering information are unique, but
replicas (carrying same data and anchor information) are allowed on different

mobile nodes. We also consider that there is only one instance of a hovering
information in a given node n, any other replica resides in another node.

A hovering information system is composed of mobile nodes and pieces of
hovering information. A hovering information system at time t is a snapshot (at
time t) of the status of the system. We denote by Nt the set of mobile nodes at
time t. Mobile nodes can change location, new mobile nodes can join the system
and others can leave. New pieces of hovering information can appear (with new
identifiers), replicas may appear or disappear (same identifiers but located on
other nodes), hovering information may disappear or change node.

Figure 1 shows two different pieces of hovering information h1 (blue) and h2

(green), having each a different anchor location and area. Three replicas of h1

are currently located in the anchor area (in three different mobile nodes n2, n3

and n4), while two replicas of h2 are present in the anchor area of h2 (in nodes
n2 and n5). It may happen that a mobile node hosts replicas of different pieces
of hovering information, as it is the case in the figure for the mobile node n2 that
is at the intersection of the two anchor areas. The arrows here also represent the
communication range possibilities among the nodes.

2.2 Properties - Requirements

Survivability. A hovering information h is alive at some time t if there is at least
one node hosting a replica of this information. The survivability along a period
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Fig. 1. Hovering Information System at time t

of time is defined as the ratio between the amount of time during which the
hovering information has been alive and the overall duration of the observation.

Availability. A hovering information h is available at some time t if there
is at least a node in its anchor area hosting a replica of this information. The
availability of a piece of hovering information along a period of time is defined
as the rate between the amount of time along which this information has been
available during this period and the overall time.

Accessibility. A hovering information is accessible by a node n at some time
t if the node is able to get this information. In other words, if it exists a node m
being in the communication range of the interested node n and which contains
a replica of the piece of hovering information. The accessibility of a piece of
hovering information h is the rate between the area covered by the hovering
information’s replicas and its anchor area.

The interested reader can refer to [14] for a full set of definitions.

3 Algorithms for Hovering Information

In [15] we studied the performances in terms of availability of a hovering informa-
tion system containing many replicas of only one piece of hovering information.
We assumed that each node had a buffer with an unlimited amount of memory
for storing replicas. Therefore, the proposed replication algorithms should not
have had to cope with buffer overflows problems when a new incoming replica ar-
rived. In this paper, we drop the assumption of unlimited memory and we study
a hovering information system containing multiple (distinct) hovering informa-
tion and their respective replicas. Instead of keeping an unlimited buffer size for
storing replicas, we limit the size of the buffer. The need for caching policies
becomes then important when it is time to insert a new incoming replica.

In this paper, we propose and study two different caching policies: Location-
Based Caching (LBC) and Generation-Based Caching (GBC). The LBC policy
decision to erase a replica is based on the proximity of that replica to its anchor
location and on the portion of the surface of the anchor area covered by the
communication area of the node hosting it. The GBC policy takes the decision
of removing a replica based on the generation of the replica, removing replicas
having the oldest generations.
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Assumptions. We make the following assumptions in order to keep the
problem simple while focusing on measuring availability and resource consump-
tion. Uniform size: All pieces of hovering information have the same size and the
caching algorithms do not take in consideration the size as a criteria when re-
moving a replica. Unlimited energy: All mobile nodes have an unlimited amount
of energy. The proposed algorithms do not consider failure of nodes or impossi-
bility of sending messages because of low level of energy. In-built geo-localization

service: Mobile nodes have an in-built geo-localization service such as GPS which
provides the current position. We assume that this information is available to
pieces of hovering information. Neighbours discovering service: Mobile nodes are
able to get a list of their current neighbouring nodes at any time. This list
contains the position, speed, and direction of the nodes. As for the other two
services, this information is available to pieces of hovering information.

3.1 Safe, Risk and Relevant Areas

In this paper we consider that all pieces of hovering information have the same
hovering policies: active replication and hovering in order to stay in the anchor
area (for survivability, availability and accessibility reasons), caching when there
is no free space to store a replica, and cleaning when too far from the anchor
area to be meaningful (i.e. disappearance). The decision on whether to replicate
itself or to hover depends on the current position of the mobile node in which the
hovering information is currently stored. Therefore, we distinguish three different
areas: safe area, risk area and relevant area.

A piece of hovering information located in the safe area can safely stay in the
current mobile node, provided the conditions on the node permit this: power,
memory, etc. This area is defined as the disc having as centre the anchor location
and as radius the safe radius (rsafe).

A piece of hovering information located in the risk area should actively seek
a new location on a mobile node going into the direction of the safe area. It is
in this area that the hovering information actively replicates itself in order to
survive and stay available in the vicinity of the anchor location. This area is
defined as the ring having as centre the anchor location and bound by the safe
and risk radii (rrisk).

The relevant area limits the scope of survivability of a piece of hovering
information. This area is defined as the disc whose centre is the anchor location
and whose radius is the relevant radius (rrele). The irrelevant area is all the
area outside the relevant area. A piece of hovering information located in the
irrelevant area can disappear; it is relieved from survivability goals.

All these radii cope with the following inequality (where r is the anchor
radius):

rsafe < r < rrisk < rrele

The values of these different radii are different for each piece of hovering infor-
mation and are typically stored in the Policies field of the hovering information.
In the following algorithms we consider that all pieces of hovering information
have the same relevant, risk and safe radius.
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3.2 Replication

A piece of hovering information h has to replicate itself onto other nodes in
order to stay alive, available and accessible. We describe two replication algo-
rithms simulating two variants of the replication policies: the Attractor Point
and Broadcast-based algorithms. Both algorithms are triggered periodically -
each TR (replication time) seconds - and only replicas of h being in the risk area
are replicated onto some neighbouring nodes (nodes in communication range)
which are selected according to the replication algorithm.

When replicas consider themselves too far from their anchor area and not able
to come back anymore, the cleaning mechanism periodically - each TC (cleaning
time) seconds - and for each node, removes the replicas that are too far from
their anchor location, i.e. those replicas that are in the irrelevant area. This
avoids as well the situation where all nodes have a replica.

Attractor Point Algorithm (AP) The anchor location of a piece of hovering
information acts constantly as an attractor point to that piece of hovering infor-
mation and to all its replicas. Replicas tend to stay as close as possible to their
anchor area by jumping from one mobile node to other. The number of target
nodes composing the multicast group that will receive a replica is defined by the
constant kR (replication factor).

Figure 2(a) illustrates the behaviour of the Attractor Point algorithm. Con-
sider a piece of hovering information h in the risk area. It replicates itself onto
the nodes in communication range that are the closest to its anchor location.
For a replication factor kR = 2, nodes n2 and n3 receive a replica, while all the
other nodes in range do not receive any replica.

Broadcast-based Algorithm (BB) The Broadcast-based algorithm is trig-
gered periodically (each TR) for each mobile node. After checking the position
of the mobile node pieces of hovering information located in the risk area are
replicated and broadcasted onto all the nodes in communication range. We ex-
pect this algorithm to have the best performance in terms of availability but the
worst in terms of network and memory resource consumption.

Figure 2(b) illustrates the behaviour of the Broadcast-based algorithm. Con-
sider the piece of hovering information h in the risk area, it replicates itself onto
all the nodes in communication range, nodes n1 to n5 (blue nodes).

3.3 Caching

In this paper we assume that nodes have a limited amount of memory to store
the pieces of hovering information (replicas). As the number of distinct hovering
information increases, so will be the total number of replicas. The buffer of nodes
will get full at some point and some replicas should have to be removed in order
to store new ones. We present two different caching policies: Location-Based and
Generation-Based Caching. We compare these caching techniques with a simpler
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(a) Attractor Point Algorithm (b) Broadcast-based Algorithm

Fig. 2. Replication Algorithms

one which only ignores the incoming replicas as soon as there is no free space in
the mobile device buffer.

Besides these caching algorithms, it is important to notice that we only con-
sider the position and the generation of replicas. We do not take into consider-
ation caching policies such as the priority, the time-to-live or the replicas size
(since all replicas considered in this paper have the same size).

Location-Based Caching (LBC) At each node, this caching policy decides to
remove a previously stored replica from the node’s full buffer, and to replace it by
the new incoming replica based on their respective location relevance value. We
define the location relevance value of a replica, being this replica already stored
in the node’s buffer or being a new incoming replica, to its anchor location and
area as it follows:

relevance = α ∗ area+ β ∗ proximity,

where area is the normalised estimation of the overlapping area of the nodes’
communication range area and the replica’s anchor area, proximity is the nor-
malised proximity value between the current position of the node and the anchor
location of the replica, α and β are real coefficients having values between 0 and
1 and α+ β = 1.

Each time a new incoming replica arrives, the least location relevant replica
is chosen from all the replicas stored in buffer of the node. The location relevance
of the incoming replica is computed and compared to that of the least location
relevant replica, whatever the original hovering information they refer to. The
least location relevant replicas is removed from the buffer and replaced by the
incoming replica if the latter has a greater location relevance value. Otherwise,
the incoming replica is just discarded. In this way, the location-based caching
algorithm will tend to remove replicas being too far from their anchor location
or being hosted in a node covering only a small part of their anchor area.
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Generation-Based Caching (GBC) We define the generation of a replica
in the following way: the first replica created (normally by the user or user
application) of a piece of hovering information has a generation 0, when this
replica replicates itself then it creates new replicas having generation 1, and so
on. The generation of a replica gives us an idea of the number of replicas existing
as the process of replication follows an exponential growth. The generation-based
caching algorithm tends to remove replicas having a high generation number
as they are likely more replicas leaving around than a replica having a lower
generation number.

Each time a new incoming replica arrives, the oldest replica (the one having
the highest generation value) is chosen from all the replicas stored in the buffer
of the node. The generation of the incoming replica is retrieved and compared to
that of the oldest replica, whatever the original hovering information they refer
to. The oldest replica is removed from the buffer and replaced by the incoming
replica if the latter has a smaller generation value. Otherwise, the incoming
replica is just discarded.

4 Evaluation

We evaluated the behaviour of the above described replication and caching al-
gorithms under different scenarios by varying the number of pieces of hovering
information, each having many replicas of its. We also considered nodes hav-
ing a limited buffer size to store the different replicas. We have measured the
average availability, message complexity, replication complexity, overflows and
erased replicas over the total number of pieces of hovering information existing
in the system.

We performed simulations using the OMNet++ network simulator (distribu-
tion 3.3) and its Mobility Framework 2.0p2 (mobility module) to simulate nodes
having a simplified WiFi-enabled communication interfaces (not dealing with
channel interferences) with a communication range of 121m.

4.1 Simulation Settings and Scenarios

The generic scenario consists of a surface of 500m x 500m with mobile nodes
moving around following a Random Way Point mobility model with a speed
varying from 1m/s to 10m/s without pause time. In this kind of mobility model,
a node moves along a straight line with speed and direction changing randomly
at some random time intervals.

In the generic scenario, pieces of hovering information have an anchor radius
(r) of 50m, a safe radius (rsafe) of 30m, a risk radius (rrisk) of 70m, a relevance
radius (rrele) of 200m, and a replication factor of 4 (kR).

Each node triggers the replication algorithm every 10 seconds (TR) and the
cleaning algorithm every 60 seconds (TC). Each node has a buffer having a ca-
pacity to store 20 different replicas. The caching algorithm is constantly listening
for the arrival of new replicas.
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Based on this generic scenario, we defined 5 specific scenarios with varying
number of pieces of hovering information: from 40 to 200 nodes, increasing the
number of pieces by 40. Each of this scenarios has been investigated with different
replication and caching algorithms, and with a different number of nodes.

We have performed 20 runs for each of the above scenarios. One run lasts
3’600 simulated seconds. All the results presented here are the average of the 20
runs for each scenario, and the errors bars represent a 95% confidence interval.
All the simulations ran on a Linux cluster of 32 computation nodes (Sun V60x
dual Intel Xeon 2.8GHz, 2GB RAM).

4.2 Results
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Fig. 3. Availability - 200 Nodes
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Figure 3 shows the average availability for the AP and BB algorithms using
LBC or GBC caching policies, or without using any (None). For this experiment
we used 200 nodes. We observe that both algorithms using LBC outperform
the cases using GBC or no caching policy (None). We can also notice that the
BB algorithm gets worse availability performances compared to AP. This is
explained by the nature of the BB algorithm which tends to overload the system
with an exponential growing number of replicas. As the buffer size at each node
has a limited size of 20 replicas, the overloading causes the buffer resources
to become badly shared by the pieces of hovering information, in particular
regarding their individual target anchor location. Consequently the availability
becomes lower. On the other hand, the AP algorithm controls the replication
process by limiting the number of replicas and by focusing on the anchor location.
When it is combined with the LBC caching policy, the system becomes scalable
keeping high availability rates (around 95%) as the number of pieces of hovering
information increases.

Figure 4 depicts the average availability of the AP replication algorithm using
the LBC caching policy, under several number of nodes. For a number of nodes
above 120, we notice that the availability is high enough (above 85%) and it
keeps quite stable as the number of pieces of hovering information increases.
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We confirm from this that the AP with LBC algorithms are scalable in terms
of absorption of hovering information (number of distinct pieces of hovering
information), since during the experiments with 120 nodes and more, up to 200
distinct hovering information pieces have been accommodated into the system
with an availability above 85%. In the case when the number of nodes is 40, we
can observe that the absorption limit, for this configuration, has been reached
as the availability starts decreasing after 80 pieces of hovering information.
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Figure 5 shows the average number of overflows generated by the different
replication and caching algorithms each time a new incoming replica arrives and
there is no free space to store it. We observe that the AP algorithm produces
at least ten times less overflows than the BB algorithm. We also observe that
the number of overflows of the BB algorithm starts growing fast and then it
gets stable after for 80 pieces of hovering information or more, this is again
a consequence of the overloading of the system which tends to lose pieces of
hovering information by not distributing the buffer resources in a fair way.

Figure 6 illustrates the average number of erased replicas from the buffer of
the nodes after an overflow. Again, the BB erases around 10 times much more
replicas than the AP algorithm to store a new incoming replica. We also notice
that the BB with GBC tends to erase too many replicas compared to the other
ones; this means that the generation-based caching policy combined with the
exponential replication behaviour of BB is not a good differentiation factor for
caching replicas since this combination of algorithms tends to insert and erase
replicas permanently.

Figure 7 shows the average number of sent messages for the AP algorithm us-
ing the LBC policy under several numbers of nodes. We notice that the message
complexity does not grow exponentially. Instead, it grows linearly of even log-
arithmically with the number of pieces of hovering information. This is a very
important issue as the feasibility of these algorithms depends strongly on the
messages complexity, especially when we will need to deal with the interference
channel for even more realistic network interfaces.
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Finally, figure 8 shows the average of the maximal number of replicas having
existed in the system for the AP using the LBC. It is interesting to see that it
decreases as the number of pieces of hovering information increases. It means
that the buffer resources are evenly shared among the different pieces of hovering
information, while the availability still remains at high levels (see Figure 4). We
conclude from this, that the AP with LBC succeeds to distribute the network
resource in a fair way among all the pieces of hovering information, and that
we probably observe an emergent (not coded) load-balancing of the memory
allocated to the different pieces of hovering information.

5 Related Works

To our knowledge, while there exist other information annotation/dissemination
works closely related to the hovering information concept, they do not take
the approach of offering a generic infrastructure-free location-aware information
dissemination service as hovering information does. The Hovering Data Clouds
(HDC) concept [16, 8], which is part of the AutoNomos project, is applied to
the specific design of a distributed infrastructure-free car traffic congestion in-
formation system. Although HDCs are defined as information entities having
properties similar to hovering information, the described algorithms do not con-
sider them as an independent service but as part of the traffic congestion al-
gorithms. The hovering information dissemination service is thought as a ser-
vice independent from the applications using it. The Ad-Loc system [1] is an
infrastructure-free location-aware annotation system and shares similarities to
hovering information. However, this approach does not focus on: studying prop-
erties such as the critical number of nodes or the absorption limits; or dealing
with self-organizing algorithms allowing the information to adapt its behaviour
according to the network saturation, the buffers’ size, the mobility pattern of
nodes or the number of replicas.

The opportunistic spatio-temporal dissemination service over MANETs [11]
is a car traffic centred application and does not encompass ideas such as re-
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combination of information. Similarly, works like Epcast [13] and Gossip [3] aim
to disseminate information based on epidemic and gossiping spreading models.
These works provide an interesting starting point for replication algorithms, but
do not offer a solution for ensuring the persistency of the information.

In the domain of location-driven routing over MANETs, we can mention
works such as GeoOpss [10], search and query propagation over social networks
like PeopleNet [12] and collaborative services such as collaborative backup of
the MoSAIC project [9, 2].

Finally, the virtual infrastructure project [4–7] aims to set up a set of vir-
tual nodes having a well-know structure and trajectory over a mobile ad hoc
network. These virtual nodes are equipped with a clocked automaton machine
which will permit to implement distributed algorithms such as leader election,
routing, atomic memory, motion coordination, etc. This approach works on of-
fering a structured abstraction layer of virtual nodes. Hovering information takes
a different approach where each piece of hovering information is an autonomous
entity responsible for its own survivability exploiting the dynamics of the overlay
network to this aim.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we discussed the notion of hovering information, we defined and
simulated the Attractor Point algorithm which intends to keep the informa-
tion alive and available in its anchor area. This algorithm multicasts hovering
information replicas to the nodes that are closer to the anchor location. The per-
formances of this algorithm have been compared to those of a broadcast version.

We have also defined and simulated two different caching polices, the Location-
Based Caching and the Generation-Based Caching. Their performances have
been compared under a scenario containing multiple pieces of hovering informa-
tion and nodes having a limited amount of memory.

Results show that the Atrractor Point algorithm with the Location-Based
Caching policy is scalable in terms of the number of pieces of hovering infor-
mation that the system can support (absorption limits). They also show the
emergence of a load-balancing property of the buffer usage which stores replicas
in an optimal way as the number of pieces of hovering information increases.

Concerning future work, we have tested the algorithms under a Random Way
Point mobility model and under ideal wireless conditions. This is not character-
istic of real world behaviour. We will apply the different algorithms to scenarios
following real mobility patterns (e.g. crowd mobility patterns in a shopping mall
or traffic mobility patterns in a city) with real wireless conditions (e.g. channel
interferences or physical obstacles).
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Abstract. Current IP-level mobility protocols have difficulties meeting the 
stringent handover delay requirements of future wireless networks. At the same 
time they do not give sufficient control to the network to control the handover 
process. This paper presents an extension to Proxy Mobile IP, which is the fa-
vorite IP level mobility protocol for the 3GPP System Architecture Evolution / 
Long Term Evolution (SAE/LTE). The extension, Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 
(FPMIPv6), aims at solving or reducing the control and handover problem. An 
elementary analysis shows that FPMIPv6 can significantly reduce the handover 
latency and the loss of packets during handover, especially if handovers can be 
predicted a few tens of milliseconds before they occur. 

Keywords: Mobile IP, Handover 

1   Introduction 

Future wireless networks are assumed to fully integrate different wireless access tech-
nologies, in order to enable their users to exploit the advantages of the various tech-
nologies, depending on the momentary requirements and circumstances. Such access 
technologies are e.g., the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) [1] for wide area cover-
age at moderate data rates and (future) members of the IEEE 802.11 family of Wire-
less Local Area Networks (WLANs) [2] for high data rates at hotspots. To integrate 
the various access technologies, future wireless networks are assumed to be fully In-
ternet Protocol (IP) -based. For instance, 3GPP is currently standardizing the System 
Architecture Evolution (SAE) [3], which will be IP-based. To enable the users of 
these future wireless networks to freely roam between various access networks, an IP-
level mobility protocol is needed. 

One of the problems with current IP-level mobility protocols is that they do some-
times not meet the stringent requirements for the handover latency. Ref. [4] states that 
in order to support real-time services such as Voice over IP (VoIP), “... the packet 
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transmission delay fluctuations are desired to be 30 ms or less, and interruption 
caused by packet losses should be 100 ms or less.” For handovers between different 
radio technologies, the first requirement is stretched to 50 ms. 

An important aspect when designing mobility mechanism is the location of control. 
Traditional Mobile-IP-based approaches tend to locate the control of the handover in 
the mobile node, whereas current cellular networks use so-called mobile-assisted han-
dovers, where the control of the handover is in the network, and the mobile node pro-
vides additional (measurement) information. Network controlled handovers (also 
when using (Mobile) IP-based protocols), enable the network operator to control the 
service and its quality provided to its customers, and to optimally utilize network re-
sources. Therefore, a promising solution direction for handovers in future wireless 
networks is to give control of the handover process to the network. In this way the 
network can coordinate the entire handover process, making the most optimal deci-
sions at the most optimal time, by using all information available. Thus, the network 
can improve the link quality for users, manage its radio resources, reduce interference, 
and enable fast and seamless handovers. 

A promising proposal for an IP-level mobility protocol is Proxy Mobile IPv6 
(PMIPv6) [5]. In PMIPv6, IP-level mobility is hidden from the mobile node. A spe-
cial access router, called Mobile Access Gateway (MAG), enables a Mobile Node 
(MN) to continue to use its home address when attached. It is the MAG that detects 
and signals movement of the MN to the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA), which is the 
topological anchor point of the mobile node’s address. Typically, the handover la-
tency of PMIPv6 equals the time needed to perform the handover at layer 2 (including 
authentication) plus a round-trip time between MAG and LMA. Packets sent during 
this period are typically lost. 

In this paper we try to solve the control and the handover delay issue for PMIPv6. 
Our contribution extends PMIPv6 with ideas from Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 
(FMIPv6) [6]. It will be referred to from now on as Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 
(FPMIPv6). Our extension to PMIPv6 aims to enable the network to control hando-
vers with assistance from the mobile, while at the same time significantly reducing 
handover delays. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes related work. In Section 
3, we describe the proposed extension to PMIPv6. The performance of the extension, 
FPMIPv6, is analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 presents conclusions and future work. 

2   Related Work 

The main problem with node mobility in IP networks is that the IP address functions 
both as the identifier as well as the locator of a MN in the routing hierarchy. In its role 
as identifier, the IP address has to be fixed in order to allow the MN to be identified 
by Correspondent Nodes (CNs) that want to initiate communication with it, and also 
because it is used by MNs to identify their ongoing Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) connections. In its role as locator, the IP address of a MN has to change when 
it moves to a different sub-network, in order not to disrupt the route aggregation in the 
Internet. IP-level mobility solutions address this problem by assigning a new IP ad-
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dress to the MN, called Care-of Address (CoA). The CoA locates the MN, or the sub-
network it is attached to, in the network. Typically tunneling is used to deliver packets 
carrying the identifier (e.g. home address) to the CoA, and hence to the MN. 

In Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [7] a Home Agent (HA), located on the home 
(sub)network of the MN, tunnels packets addressed to the home address (i.e., identi-
fier) of the MN to the CoA (i.e., current locator) of the MN. Note that in its role as an 
identifier for the MN, the home address also acts as a locator for the MN’s subnet-
work (i.e. the MN’s HA, or the MN itself when being at home). Additionally, CNs 
may be informed of the current CoA of the MN in order to enable route optimization, 
which allows packets to be exchanged directly between a MN and its CN without 
routing via the HA. 

An extension to MIPv6 is Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) [8], which adds an 
indirection for locating a MN. The HA tunnels packets to a Mobility Anchor Point 
(MAP), which is addressed by a regional CoA. The MAP in turn tunnels these packets 
to the MN, addressed by a local CoA. The main advantage of this approach is that lo-
cal handovers of the MN only have to be signaled to the MAP thus avoiding high la-
tencies and overhead for the so-called local binding updates. 

Another extension to MIPv6 is Fast Handovers for MIPv6 (FMIPv6) [6], which 
aims at reducing handover latencies by proactively executing the configuration of the 
MNs interface for the link to the target Access Router (AR) while the MN is still con-
nected to the link to the serving AR. Further, FMIPv6 exploits forwarding of packets 
by the serving AR to the target AR during the critical phase of the handover and buff-
ering of these packets at the target AR until the MN attachment is completed. 

Recently, Proxy MIPv6 (PMIPv6) [5] has been proposed as a Network-based Lo-
calized Mobility Management (NetLMM) protocol to hide IP layer mobility from the 
MN. A special AR, called MAG, enables a MN to continue to use its home address 
when attached. The MAG emulates the MN’s home link on the access link by adver-
tising the MN’s home network prefix to the MN. Upon handover, it is the new MAG 
that signals an LMA (being similar to a HA) regarding the MN movement. Packets 
are tunneled from the LMA to the MAG, using a proxy CoA.  

In PMIPv6, which is the favorite IP level mobility protocol for SAE/LTE, control 
is loosely coordinated. There is limited coordination in the LMA, which replaces ex-
isting bindings with new ones, based on time-stamps provided in the proxy binding 
updates. In our extension, we propose to let the old MAG play a key role in coordinat-
ing the handover. In the proposal, the old MAG (or current MAG) will collect infor-
mation regarding the current radio link (from MN and current Access Point (AP)), re-
source use (from local APs and other MAGs), and regarding potential new radio links 
(from MN, local APs, and other MAGs). Based on the collected info, it will trigger 
the handover. It does so both on the network side, by instructing the MAG aimed at to 
send a proxy binding update to the LMA, and on the radio side, by instructing the MN 
to connect to a new AP. 

Recently, initial proposals have been issued to the IETF, to extend PMIPv6 with 
communication between old MAG and new MAG [9, 10]. However, as opposed to 
this paper, the proposals do not deal with handovers that are predicted wrongly or too 
late, and neither do [9, 10] present any analysis of the proposals. 
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3   Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 

In our description of FPMIPv6, we use the same terminology as used in PMIPv6 (see 
Fig. 1). Nodes in the FPMIPv6 domain that are involved in the handover process are 
the Mobile Node (MN), the current or old and the new Access Points (APold and AP-
new respectively), which provide link level wireless access to the MN, the old and the 
new Mobile Access Gateway (MAGold and MAGnew respectively), which are the 
first IP-level node as seen from the MN, and the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA), 
where the IP address that the MN uses resides. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Nodes in the FPMIPv6 domain. 

3.1   Protocol overview 

The aim of FPMIPv6 is to (1) minimize the handover latency at the network layer and 
(2) minimize loss of packets due to the handover latency. The proposal is based on 
two main ideas: 

1 A handover can be predicted. 
As a result of the prediction, the new MAG can be triggered to send a proxy 
binding update to the LMA, so that downlink traffic from LMA to MN can 
already be switched to the new MAG. The new MAG will buffer the traffic 
until the MN is connected. 

2 Downlink traffic arriving at the old MAG after a MN disconnects will be 
buffered and redirected to the new MAG. 
To instruct the old MAG to redirect traffic, the new MAG will inform the old 
MAG of the handover by means of a Fast Binding Update (FBU) message. 

The main coordination point of the handover is the old MAG. Based on informa-
tion from MN, old AP (e.g., to predict that a handover will be needed), other APs, and 
other MAGs, it will take the decision to initiate a handover. The targeted new MAG is 
instructed to send a proxy binding update message to the LMA. As soon as this bind-
ing update is acknowledged, the new MAG will inform the old MAG. The old MAG 
will now instruct the AP and/or MN to release the radio link. Depending on the wire-
less interface capabilities of the MN, the MN will establish a radio link to the new AP 
before or after releasing the old one. A MN with multiple wireless interfaces can for 
instance already establish a new radio link as soon as the MAG initiates the handover. 
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To deal with mismatches in timing, the new MAG will buffer downlink packets if 
the MN has not yet attached to its AP. Similarly, the old MAG will buffer downlink 
packets if the MN has already disconnected and it still receives packets from the 
LMA. The new MAG will instruct the old MAG to forward buffered packets by 
means of a fast binding update message. 

A critical issue in the operation of FPMIPv6 is the timely and correct prediction of 
a handover. In [11], simulation experiments using a simple handover prediction tech-
nique for 3GPP LTE indicate that it is indeed possible to predict handovers. In that 
paper, a timely prediction of approximately 70% of the handovers is obtained. Only a 
few percent of the predicted handovers had to be reversed, because the prediction was 
not accurate.  

In the remainder of this section, we first present the basic operation of the protocol, 
in Section 3.2, followed by the case where the MN has two interfaces, in Section 3.3. 
We discuss the case that the prediction is not timely, i.e., the handover is premature, 
in Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5, we discuss the case that the prediction is not 
correct. 

3.2   Basic Operation 

The basic operation of the FPMIPv6 proposal is illustrated in the Time Sequence Dia-
gram (TSD) depicted in Fig. 2. Ideally, the old MAG receives a timely notification 
from L2 (from the old AP and indirectly the MN) that a handover is imminent, includ-
ing the expected new Access Point to which the MN will connect (HOInfo). From that 
information the old MAG can easily derive the address of the new MAG. How ex-
actly the address is derived is outside the scope of this paper. Each MAG can be pro-
vided with a table relating the APs of its neighboring MAGs to the relevant MAG ad-
dress. Alternatively, the address of the MAG can be broadcasted by the connected 
APs on their pilot channel, so that the MN can inform the old MAG (HOInfo). 
 

 

Fig. 2. Basic operation of FPMIPv6 
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If the old MAG decides to initiate a handover, it will inform the old AP (L2 mes-
sage HOInit). Further, the old MAG will send a Handover Initiation (HI) message to 
the new MAG. This HI message includes a.o. a MN identifier and a timestamp. 

Upon receiving the HI message, the new MAG will send a Proxy Binding Update 
(PBU) message to the LMA, using the timestamp received in the HI message. The 
LMA will install the new binding, return a Proxy Binding Acknowledgement 
(PBAck) message to the new MAG, and from now on forward all traffic for the MN 
to the new MAG. 
Upon receipt of the PBAck message, the new MAG will send a Handover Acknow-
ledgement (HAck) message to the old MAG and start buffering traffic for the mobile 
node, until the MN connects to the new MAG (via the new AP), after which it will 
forward all traffic to the MN. The old MAG, upon receipt of the HAck message will 
send a L2 HOComplete message to the old AP, to instruct the MN to disconnect from 
the old AP, and connect to the new one, if it has not already done so.  As we will see 
in Section D, some messages that are sent after the MN connects to the new MAG are 
omitted from the TSD in Fig. 2 in order to concentrate the description on the basic 
operation. 

3.3   Operation with two interfaces 

Depending on its implementation, a MN may be able to use two interfaces simultane-
ously. This may be because it uses two separate physical interfaces, e.g., to get access 
using different wireless technologies. The MN could also be using multiple virtual in-
terfaces mapped onto a single physical interface [12]. Being able to connect to a new 
AP whereas the link to the old one will be maintained can significantly improve the 
handover performance. It also introduces new challenges, as the network should be 
able to (1) distinguish the interfaces, and (2) realize that the interfaces belong to the 
same node. We choose to introduce a shim layer in the MN that hides the presence of 
multiple interfaces from the IP layer. The MN only has a single globally routable IP 
address, and the shim layer should ensure that the MN is only using it on one interface 
at a time. Challenge (1) above is met because the different interfaces will use different 
hardware addresses. To meet challenge (2), the MN initially uses the MN identifier, 
and later the globally routable IP address. In case of multiple interfaces, the MN will 
use the HOInit that it gets forwarded from the AP to instruct its second interface to 
connect to the new AP. This way, the MN will already have a link to the new MAG 
available, at the moment it gets disconnected from the old MAG. 

3.4   Premature Handover 

Let us return to the single interface scenario. A handover cannot always be timely 
predicted. In order to avoid packet loss during an unexpected handover, the following 
reactive handover operation is proposed, illustrated by the TSD in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Reactive handover operation 

If the old MAG learns from L2 (APold) that the connection to the MN is lost, it starts 
buffering downlink packets that it receives for the MN. As soon as the new MAG 
learns from its L2 (APnew) that the MN has connected, it will send a PBU message to 
the LMA, and a Fast Binding Update (FBU) message to the old MAG. From this 
moment on, the new MAG will forward all downlink traffic it receives for the MN to 
the MN. The LMA will install the new binding, return a PBAck message to the new 
MAG, and from now on forward all traffic for the MN to the new MAG. 

The old MAG upon receipt of the FBU message, acknowledges the message with a 
Fast Binding Acknowledge (FBAck) message, and redirects the traffic for the MN 
that it has buffered, or still receives to the new MAG.  

The TSD depicted in Fig. 4 illustrates the case where the handover is predicted, but 
the MN is disconnected prematurely. The behavior of the nodes is the same as de-
scribed above. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Late prediction operation 
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3.5   Wrongly predicted handover 

It can occur that a handover is predicted, but later on it appears that the MN has con-
nected to a different AP and a different MAG. This requires that the old MAG cor-
rects its HI message to the wrong MAG. 

If the old MAG receives a FBU message for a MN from a MAG other than the new 
MAG where it has sent a HI message to, it will send the latter node also a FBU, so 
that it will start redirecting traffic for the MN back to the old MAG. The old MAG 
will redirect all traffic for the MN to the MAG it received the FBU from. 

If a new MAG has initiated the handover, but before the MN connects, it receives 
an FBU message for that MN, it will start redirecting traffic for the MN to the sender 
of the FBU. 

It can also occur that the old MAG has initiated a handover, but the MN is not able 
to perform the handover, and reconnects with the old AP / MAG. In that case, the old 
MAG will send a PBU message to the LMA, and also send an FBU message to the 
MAG the HI was sent to. In this situation, the old MAG carries out functions of a new 
MAG for the same MN simultaneously. 

The detailed operation of the FPMIPv6 protocol is described in the finite state ma-
chines depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the old MAG and the new MAG respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Finite state machine of MAGold operation 
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Fig. 6. Finite state machine of MAGnew operation 

4   Analysis 

In order to get insight into the handover latency (dHO) and packet loss due to handover 
(lHO), we construct a basic model to express these performance measures in terms of 
the round trip times (RTTs) between the various nodes. 

4.1   Notation 

We define dHO , the handover latency, as the time during which no packets are re-
ceived by the IP layer in the MN due to a handover. Further, lHO , the handover loss 
period, denotes the number of packets that are lost because of the handover, measured 
as a time interval during which generated packets are lost. Finally, dadd denotes the 
maximum additional packet delay, i.e., the maximum delay that is experienced by 
packets during the handover due to buffering and redirection. 
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These performance measures will be expressed as a function of a number of net-
work parameters. The first one is the prediction time, Tpred , which is the time that 
elapses between prediction of a handover and the possibly forced disconnection of the 
MN from the old AP. The layer 2 (L2) handover delay, DHO,L2 , denotes the time 
elapsing between the moment a MN is disconnected from the old AP until it has con-
nected to the new AP, authenticated itself to the new AP, and notified the new MAG 
of its attachment. Finally we denote the RTT between MAG and LMA as RTTMAG-LMA, 
the RTT between a MAG and an AP connected to it as RTTMAG-AP, and the RTT be-
tween two neighboring MAGs as RTTMAG-MAG . 

4.2   Model 

The model we are constructing to evaluate the handover latency and packet loss is an 
elementary one. We basically sum the delay components involved in the handover, 
and assume the individual components to be fixed. Our assumption is that processing 
delays can be neglected, and that the dominant delay components are those for the 
transfer of messages between the nodes involved. Which components have to be taken 
into account depends on the moment the handover is predicted, i.e. it depends on Tpred. 

Let us first determine the packet loss during a handover. If the handover is pre-
dicted timely, no packets will be lost during handover, since all packets arriving at the 
old MAG can be delivered to the MN and packets arriving at the new MAG will be 
buffered until the MN has connected. If there is no timely prediction of the handover, 
packets that are already sent by the old MAG to the old AP before the old MAG gets 
notified of the disconnection get lost. This is at most the amount of data generated 
during one RTT between MAG and AP. It can be less, if the disconnection was pre-
dicted a little too late, but the LMA has already started redirecting the traffic from 
some point during the disconnection. The handover packet loss period can be summa-
rized as 

! 

lHO = min(RTTMAG"AP ,max(0

,RTTMAG"AP + RTTMAG"MAG / 2+ RTTMAG"MAG "Tpred ))   

(1) 

The handover latency is a bit more difficult to determine. If the handover can be 
predicted timely, the handover latency is limited to the layer 2 handover latency plus 
the time needed for the new MAG to inform the old MAG that the binding in the 
LMA has been changed, i.e., 

! 

dHO = DHO ,L 2 + RTTMAG"MAG / 2

           (for Tpred # RTTMAG"MAG + RTTMAG"LMA) . 

(2) 

The latter term may be reduced if the disconnection is just a bit earlier than pre-
dicted. This way, less time is wasted, where the LMA is already routing packets to the 
new MAG, and the new MAG is still informing the old MAG that it can disconnect 
the link,  
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! 

dHO = DHO ,L 2
+Tpred " RTTMAG"LMA " RTTMAG"MAG / 2

          for
Tpred # RTTMAG"MAG + RTTMAG"LMA

Tpred > RTTMAG"MAG / 2 + RTTMAG"LMA

$ 
% 
& 

' & 
 . 

(3) 

The handover latency is at its minimum if the old link disconnects prematurely, but 
the handover has been predicted a bit earlier, so that the new MAG has already sent a 
binding update to the LMA, and has already received packets from the LMA to for-
ward to the MN, once it connects to one of its APs: 

! 

dHO = DHO ,L 2

          for 

Tpred " RTTMAG#MAG / 2 + RTTMAG#LMA

Tpred > RTTMAG#LMA + RTTMAG#MAG / 2

#(DHO ,L 2 # RTTMAG#AP )

$ 

% 
& 

' 
& 

 . 

(4) 

If the time between prediction and disconnection is even shorter, the handover la-
tency will be increased, because after completion of the L2 handover, the MN has to 
wait until the new MAG has finished its binding update to the LMA and is receiving 
data from the LMA: 

! 

dHO = RTTMAG"LMA + RTTMAG"MAG / 2 + RTTMAG"AP "Tpred

          for

Tpred # RTTMAG"LMA + RTTMAG"MAG / 2

"(DHO ,L 2 " RTTMAG"AP )

Tpred > RTTMAG"LMA + RTTMAG"AP

"RTTMAG"MAG / 2"DHO ,L 2

$ 

% 

& 
& 

' 

& 
& 

 . 

(5) 

The latter condition is included in Eq. 5 because if the disconnection occurs really 
early, just after, or even without prediction, the handover latency is determined by the 
time that is needed to perform the handover at L2 plus the time needed to request the 
old MAG to forward data to the new MAG. This results in the following handover la-
tency: 

! 

dHO = DHO ,L 2
+ RTTMAG"MAG

          for

Tpred # RTTMAG"LMA + RTTMAG"AP

"RTTMAG"MAG / 2"DHO ,L 2

Tpred $ 0

% 

& 
' 

( 
' 

 . 

(6) 

Note that the handover latency will result in an additional packet delay. The maxi-
mum additional packet delay, dadd, is the difference between the handover latency and 
the packet loss (period), i.e., 
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! 

d
add

= d
HO
" l

HO  . (7) 

If the mobile node has 2 interfaces, packets routed by the LMA towards the new 
MAG can be forwarded to the MN via the connected second interface right away. 
Therefore, for the 2 interface case, Eq. (2) – (4) can be replaced by 

! 

" d HO = max(0,RTTMAG#LMA + RTTMAG#MAG / 2 + RTTMAG#AP #Tpred )

 for Tpred > RTTMAG#LMA + RTTMAG#AP # RTTMAG#MAG / 2#DHO ,L 2  . 

(8) 

The packet loss due to handover remains the same for the 2 interface case. 
Finally, let us determine the handover latency in case a handover is wrongly pre-

dicted. If, after installing the binding with the new MAG in the LMA, the MN is not 
able to connect to an AP of the new MAG, and connects to a different MAG, the han-
dover delay includes the L2 handover delay plus the time needed to either receive 
data from the LMA, or from the wrongly predicted MAG: 

! 

" " d 
HO

= RTT
MAG#MAG

/ 2+ D
HO ,L 2

+min(RTT
MAG#LMA

,2RTT
MAG#MAG

) + RTT
MAG#AP

/ 2. 

(9) 

Wrong prediction does not lead to additional packet loss. However, packets may 
experience an additional delay of up to the handover latency. 

4.3   Numerical results 

We will now provide some numerical results for the FPMIPv6 proposal. Values for 
network parameters are as much as possible taken from [13]. This implies that we 
take for the L2 handover delay DHO,L2 = 11 ms, which was measured in [13]. For the 
various RTTs, we assume RTTMAG-LMA = 30 ms, RTTMAG-MAG = 10 ms, and RTTMAG-AP = 
5 ms. 

Fig. 7 shows the results obtained when varying Tpred. Apart from the handover de-
lay and loss for the FPMIPv6 proposal, the same measures for the original PMIPv6 
proposal are shown. For PMIPv6, the handover latency is simply the sum of the L2 
handover delay and a round trip time between MAG and LMA. The PMIPv6 hando-
ver loss period lasts a full RTT between AP and LMA plus the L2 handover delay. 

It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the performance of FPMIPv6 depends on the 
timely prediction of the handover. If the loss of the link to the old AP can be predicted 
at least 40 ms before the actual loss, the handover latency is limited to 16 ms, whereas 
packet loss can be avoided. If the handover comes totally unpredicted, the handover 
latency will be 21 ms, and 5 ms of packets will be lost. These figures are a significant 
improvement when compared to the 41 ms handover latency and 46 ms of packets 
lost for handovers in PMIPv6. It should be noted that FPMIPv6 might introduce an 
additional packet delay of up to 16 ms during handover. This could be compensated 
for by a play out buffer at the receiver. 
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Fig. 7. Handover latency and packet loss 

If 2 interfaces are used, performance is even better. If the loss of connection to the 
old AP is predicted at least 40 ms in advance, no noticeable handover latency and 
packet loss will be observed. In case a handover is wrongly predicted, the handover 
latency can be up to 38.5 ms. In order to deal with the additional packet delay, the re-
ceiver needs a considerable play-out buffer. Finally, it should be noted that in case of 
a premature handover, a series of packets might be delivered to the MN out of se-
quence. This will trigger TCP’s fast recovery, but usually only once, as the delayed 
packets will usually arrive before a retransmitted packet. 

5   Conclusions and future work 

Two important issues when dealing with an IP-level mobility protocol for future wire-
less networks are (1) to give the network more control over the handover process, and 
(2) to reduce the handover latency and packet loss, compared to traditional ap-
proaches. In this paper we have proposed an extension to Proxy Mobile IPv6, which 
we have called Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 (FPMIPv6). 

Performance analysis reveals that the handover latency can be reduced to the time 
needed to perform the handover at layer 2 plus half a round trip time between two 
neighboring MAGs. Furthermore, if the handover is predicted correctly and timely, 
the loss of data can be avoided. To that end, handovers should be predicted a few tens 
of milliseconds in advance. Packets may experience an additional delay of up to the 
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L2 handover latency plus 1 or 2 round trip times between neighboring MAGs. The 
latter occurs in case the old MAG wrongly predicts a handover. However, this addi-
tional delay may be compensated for with a play-out buffer at the receiver. In case a 
mobile node is able to establish a new radio link before releasing the old one through 
the use of multiple (virtual) interfaces, performance can be further improved. 

We are currently measuring the performance of FPMIPv6 using a prototype im-
plementation. Future work includes the detailed specification and full implementation 
of the protocol, a study of layer 2 requirements from the protocol, especially in the 
presence of multiple interfaces. Finally, the end-to-end performance of the protocol 
for e.g., VoIP and TCP traffic needs to be investigated. 
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1   Extended Abstract 

Recently, Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have attracted attention as means to 
provide alternative internet connectivity to rural areas or communities. In WMNs, 
wireless access points communicate with each other wirelessly forming a true 
wireless, mesh based access network of mesh relay nodes (MRN). Mesh gateways 
(MG) provide internet connectivity and standard mobile clients attach to MRNs, 
which forward packets via other MRNs to other meshed clients or through MGs to the 
internet. Therefore, the wireless backbone comprised of MRNs and MGs is similar to 
static, internet connected Ad Hoc networks. A major problem is however scalability 
of WMNs as well as MAC and PHY layer overhead for packet transmission. Capacity 
of WMNs can be increased significantly by aggregating (combining) several smaller 
packets into larger ones [1][2]. This is in particular beneficial to VoIP flows where 
packet sizes are small. The overall number of packets is reduced, average packet size 
increased and contention will take place only once for the larger packets. A relay node 
will then process fewer large packets instead of many small ones. While such 
aggregation mechanisms have been proposed for single-hop infrastructure WLAN, 
designing an aggregation strategy for multi-hop WMNs is a hard problem because in 
this multi-hop environment, signal quality and congestion for each link is different. 
When mesh relay nodes aggregate small packets, there is an inherent trade-off 
regarding packet size. Aggregating more packets leads to larger packets, which 
reduces the overall number of packets in the mesh and thus reduces multi-hop 
contention and packet loss due to collisions. However, such larger (aggregated) 
packets can lead to higher packet loss for a link that operates at low signal quality [3]. 
To find the optimum frame size for packet aggregation is therefore not trivial and 
depends on traffic and link quality which can vary over time and might be different 
for each link in a multi hop path.  

In this paper, we will evaluate if packet aggregation is beneficial when applied to 
standard TCP in a WMN environment with low quality links. For integration of Mesh 
Networks into 4G environment, the transport layer needs to be compatible and 
interoperable with already deployed transport protocols. We will therefore compare 
end-to-end performance of standard TCP (with Selective and Delayed ACKs) using 
different MSS sizes in a mesh environment, both with and without deploying packet 
aggregation. Delayed ACKs and Selective ACKs has shown to be beneficial in 
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multihop environments as the number of packets is reduced leading to less contention 
[4]. As we will see, packet aggregation is, with proper tuning of parameters, also 
beneficial for TCP flows as it even more reduces the number of packets and collision 
probabilities. When using 802.11 MAC layer in WMNs, frame size on MAC layer is 
typically directly proportional to the chosen TCP MSS size and varying MSS size 
directly impacts MAC layer frame sizes. To maximize TCP throughput for an end-to-
end path across a WMN, packet loss due to bit errors should be minimized to avoid 
coarse grained timeouts at the TCP sender. As different links in a path might have 
different qualities, the MSS should thus be sufficiently low to accommodate the 
weakest link on the path which will lead to underutilization on those links with good 
channel quality. However, when hop-by-hop packet aggregation is deployed in a 
mesh, MAC frame size within the path on each link can be optimized by adaptively 
aggregating [2] IP packets in mesh relay nodes together to form larger MAC layer 
frames by optimizing aggregated packet size to individual link qualities. 

45 m

 
Fig. 1. Arrow Topology 

To investigate the impact of adaptive packet aggregation and selected MSS size on 
TCP performance, we conducted several simulations using a MSS of 536 and 1460 
bytes in a simple arrow topology with 2 wireless hops and 4 TCP flows with infinite 
backlogs. Two flows go from node 4 and 5 towards the wired host (node 0), one flow 
from node 0 to node 4 and one flow from node 0 to node 5, see Fig. 1. We used TCP 
with selective and delayed ACKs in NS 2.26 [5] with a modified adaptive packet 
aggregation scheme from [2] to also aggregate TCP and ACK packets. We have 
extended ns-2 to model a more realistic PHY layer implementation of 802.11a by 
taking into account packet loss due to bit errors as a result of low link quality, 
including effects of modulation scheme and convolution coding according to [3]. The 
distance between node 3 and node 2 was set to 75m, there where no hidden nodes in 
the scenario. As a reference we also simulated a distance of 45m (referred to as “good 
channel” in Table 1), where no packet loss due to bit-errors occurred. In our 
simulation a distance of 75 m between the nodes represents a link that showed 0.05 % 
packet loss at a MAC frame size of 1064 bytes. Shadowing propagation model was 
used with path loss exponent of 3. The wireless bandwidth was fixed to 24Mb/s data 
rate and 6 Mb/s basic rate, delay on the wired link between node 0 and node 1 was set 
to 1 ms as to simulate a local download to/from the mesh. The results from Table 1 
show that using a small MSS where one link shows low signal quality, 75 m case, 
improves end-to-end performance both with and without packet aggregation. 
Performance improvement to use a MSS of 1460 instead of 536 is around 26% when 
aggregation is deployed and around 20 % without packet aggregation, for low link 
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quality. From Table 1 we can also see that the improvement of enabling packet 
aggregation in a good channel with an MSS of 536 is about 44%, obviously the larger 
MSS size is not punished by higher packet drop rates as in the case of a bad channel 
but even so the performance with packet aggregation and a MSS of 536 performs 
equally with a MSS of 1460 with no aggregation. This is mainly due to the fact that 
TCP ACKs can be aggregated together which leads to reduced contention on the 
medium. In good channel setup, MSS of 536 with aggregation performs slightly 
worse than using MSS of 1460 without aggregation. In bad channel environment, 
using small MSS with aggregation outperforms all other settings. The simulations 
also showed that the fairness is very good, where scores using Jain's fairness index [6] 
varied between 0.84 and 1.00, with aggregation. Worst fairness showed MSS 1460 
under bad channel conditions. Without packet aggregation the fairness varied between 
0.92 and 1.00, once again MSS 1460 with a bad channel had worst fairness. We will 
however remind about the fact that there where no hidden nodes in this simulation 
setup. 

Table 1. Aggregated Throughput with bottleneck link, Kbytes/s. 

MSS Without Aggregation With Aggregation Improvement 
of aggregation 

536 352 (574 good channel) 371 (827 good channel) 5% (44%) 
1460 294 (882 good channel) 294 (938 good channel) 0% (6 %) 
 20% improvement using smaller 

packet size for bad channel 
26% improvement using smaller 
packet size for bad channel 

 

 

Table 2. Average packet loss ratio (in brackets results 45 m distance) 

MSS Without Aggregation With Aggregation Improvement 
of aggregation 

536 4.7*10-3 (5.8*10-3 good channel) 2.6*10-3  (10-5 good channel) 80%  
1460 14.6*10-3  (6.2*10-3 good channel) 17.1*10-3  (10-4 good channel) -15%  
 
Table 2 shows average packet loss ratio (PLR). As can be seen for the good channel, 
aggregation significantly reduces PLR both for large and small MSS, as it reduces the 
number of packet transmissions and the collision probabilities. This is the main reason 
for the performance improvement of deploying aggregation in the mesh. In bad 
channel case adaptive aggregation also leads to improvements in PLR when small 
MSS is used. However, when large MSS is used, aggregation leads to slightly higher 
PLR. The reason for this could be that the equation used to estimate the optimal size 
for an aggregated packet was fine-tuned for VOIP but further investigation is required 
for TCP; which is left for future work. 
 We conclude that using standardized MSS size of 1460 bytes will yield an 
unnecessary large packet drop rate under presence of links with high bit error rate in 
an end-to-end path through Wireless Meshed Networks, compared to using a smaller 
MSS. We also show that when packet aggregation is used, performance can be 
increased in both good and bad channel conditions. As a summary, due to the 
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performance gains that could be exploited in both bad and good channel conditions 
with the combination of packet aggregation and proper tuning of TCP MSS, packet 
aggregation is an interesting alternative for improving capacity in wireless mesh 
networks for TCP flows. Our future work will concentrate on fine tuning the adaptive 
packet size equation to suit TCP traffic better. We will also study the impact of 
congestion losses in fixed networks on E2E performance where some hops traverse a 
wireless mesh network, as well as studying different traffic scenarios in the presence 
of hidden nodes, including more hops as well as different hop lengths in the mesh. 
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Abstract. Providing reliable data communications over unreliable wireless 
channels is a challenging task due to the time-varying wireless channel charac-
teristics that often lead to bit errors. These errors propagate to higher layers 
causing loss of protocol data units. ARQ and FEC try to prevent this by provid-
ing a reliable service to the higher layers. Most analytical models proposed to 
date assumed that the ARQ protocol is fully reliable meaning that a frame is 
always successfully transmitted irrespective of the amount of time it takes. In 
this project, we study the effect of a semi-reliable data-link layer on perform-
ance experienced by TCP. We develop an analytical model for a TCP connec-
tion running over a wireless channel with a semi-reliable ARQ, where the num-
ber of retransmission attempts is limited by some number. The model allows to 
evaluate the effect of many parameters of wireless channels on TCP perform-
ance making it suitable for performance optimization studies. These parameters 
include stochastic properties of the wireless channel characteristics, the size of 
protocol data units at different layers, the ARQ/FEC settings, the buffer size at 
the IP layer, and the service rate of the wireless channel. 

1   Background 

Most Internet applications and services, such as WWW, FTP, e-mail, instant messag-
ing, and peer-to-peer file sharing, require guaranteed complete and error-free end-to-
end data delivery. Since these applications and services are predominant is the Inter-
net, error control has become an important issue both in wired and wireless networks. 
In wireless networks, error control requires even more attention than in wired net-
works due to the time-varying wireless channel characteristics that often lead to bit er-
rors. These errors propagate to higher layers causing loss of protocol data units. 

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) and forward error correction (FEC) are very 
popular error control techniques used in wireless networks. ARQ involves using re-
dundant information embedded in the transmitted data to detect errors at the receiver 
and then returning a message to the sender requesting retransmission of the errone-
ously frame. In contrast to ARQ, FEC involves the addition of redundant information 
embedded in the transmitted data so the receiver can detect errors and correct them 
without requiring a retransmission. Adding more check bits reduces the amount of 
available bandwidth, but also enables the receiver to correct more errors. Thus, FEC 
imposes a greater bandwidth overhead than ARQ, but is able to recover from errors 
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more quickly. However, even very powerful error-correcting code may not be able to 
correct all errors that arise in a wireless channel. Hence a further error-control mecha-
nism is required, in which errors in data are detected and the data are retransmitted. 
Due to complementary advantages, ARQ and FEC are often used in combination. 

The maximum number of retransmission attempts is an important configurable pa-
rameter of an ARQ protocol that affects performance of data transmission over wire-
less channels. Setting this parameter to infinity results in completely reliable opera-
tion of the data-link layer. However, when the channel conditions are “bad” for 
relatively long period the delay of end-to-end data delivery increases significantly. 
This may lead to a number of undesirable effects for delay-sensitive applications as 
well as buffer overflow at the source (e.g., wireless access point) and increase of end-
to-end delay for other packets in the buffer. In practice, the number of retransmission 
attempts is usually limited allowing some frames to be lost. In this case, the service 
provided by the data-link layer is considered to be semi-reliable. 

Lost frames propagate to higher layers resulting in loss of IP packets and, conse-
quently, TCP segments encapsulated into these packets. TCP was initially developed 
to operate over wired, rather wireless networks, where the primary cause for packet 
losses is buffer overflow at the IP layer due to network congestion. Since TCP cannot 
distinguish packet losses due to bit corruption in wireless channels from those due to 
network congestion, loss or excessive delay of frames at the data-link layer triggers 
TCP congestion control procedures. Therefore, the choice of ARQ/FEC parameters 
may severely affect TCP performance. 

2   The Model 

Using the earlier obtained results [1], [2], we develop an analytical model for data 
transmission over a wireless channel that explicitly takes into account the effect of a 
semi-reliable data-link layer. Data loss is allowed to occur due to both excessive 
number of retransmission attempts at the data-link layer and buffer overflow at the IP 
layer. The performance metric of interest is long-term steady state goodput of a TCP 
connection running over a wireless channel. Note that within the proposed framework 
we also allow the wireless channel model to follow a quite arbitrary Markov model. 
The developed model is a general framework rather than a model for a particular 
wireless technology. However, it can be easily extended by adding specific details of 
state-of-the-art wireless systems. 
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Abstract. In this paper we propose the ATOM (Adaptive Transport
over Multipaths) architecture to enable real-time communications in
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs). WMNs provide robust communica-
tion facilities which are even available when certain other systems fail.
On the other hand, real-time applications (e.g., IP telephony, video con-
ferencing) in WMNs suffer from transmission errors, high delays, etc.
caused by the unreliable wireless medium. ATOM reduces these effects
by using path diversity and multi-stream coding. At the session establish-
ment, ATOM decides on the used parameter set (encodings, paths etc.)
considering current network conditions and collected historic data. Then,
after the session establishment, the effect of this decision is continously
monitored. If necessary, the decision is adapted.

1 Motivation

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) emerge as an important technology for in-
creased wireless network coverage [1] and are becoming more and more popular
(MIT Roofnet [2], deployments in cities [3] etc.). Wireless mesh nodes are inter-
connected by wireless links and therefore WMNs do without a wired backbone.
A mesh network is automatically established over the wireless links among the
mesh nodes. This multi-hop wireless ad-hoc network is dynamically adapted by
its self-organization capability. As all communication inside a WMN is using
wireless links, there is no need for a wired backbone like in conventional wire-
less access networks. This makes the deployment of WMNs relatively easy and
cost-efficient.

WMNs provide a robust and redundant communication infrastructure even
in situations where existing systems, e.g. GSM (Global System for Mobile Com-
munications), might be overloaded or fail. WMNs are robust against partial fail-
ures. Unlike the GSM network, where the failure of one base station disconnects
a whole region, WMNs can tolerate node and link failures due to redundancy and
self-organization in the network. Therefore, WMNs provide increased network
resilience. This makes them an interesting candidate for real-time emergency
communications, e.g. IP telephony or video conferencing.
? The work presented in this paper was supported by the Swiss National Science

Foundation under grant number 200020-113677/1.
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Unfortunately, the performance of real-time communication suffers from the
quality variations of the wireless links in WMNs. The quality of real-time com-
munications is degenerated. The noisy communication channel can cause bit
errors in the data transmission. This requires either additional redundancy or
retransmissions and therefore reduces the bandwidth. Moreover, fluctuations in
the received signal strength due to interference or other changes in the environ-
ment can cause link failures. High delays or packet loss rates for the transmission
are the consequence. The end user then gets bad quality in his received trans-
mission, e.g., high rate of artefacts, stumbles, or even interruptions. This makes
the deployment of real-time applications a challenging task.

Path diversity and multi-stream coding offer support for real-time applica-
tions in WMNs. Usually, multiple paths in the network are not affected by the
same errors, delays, jitter and loss rates at the same time. Their error charac-
teristics are mostly uncorrelated. Therefore a transmission over multiple paths
(path diversity) can compensate the effects of the wireless medium by adding
redundancy to the transmission. Instead of simply sending the stream multiple
times, advanced multi-stream coding schemes such as layered (LC) or multi-
description coding (MDC) can be used [4–6]. Layered coding requires the error
free reception of at least the base layer stream to reconstruct the input stream.
Whereas in multi-description coding, any combination of received streams can
be used for reconstruction. The appropiate selection of encoding and the num-
ber of paths depends on the situation [7]. Therefore, the coding selection, the
number of used paths, and the mapping of the streams to the individual paths
have to be dynamically adapted according to current network conditions.

We propose a new architecture for adaptive transport over multipaths (ATOM)
to solve this optimisation problem. ATOM enables real-time communications in
WMNs by using path diversity and multi-stream coding. The architecture is
described in the next section.

2 Architecture of Adaptive Transport over Multipaths
(ATOM)

The ATOM architecture enables real-time communication in WMNs. For this
purpose, it combines path diversity and multi-stream coding with dynamic adap-
tation to the current network conditions. Multi-path routing delivers multiple
independent paths, the application provides several multi-stream encodings, and
the ATOM architecture selects the appropiate set of paths, encoding, and map-
ping of streams to paths. The decision is supported by network measurements,
monitoring, and statistical evaluation. It is adapted if the network conditions
have changed.

The ATOM architecture at the end system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of the
following components which are then described in more detail: ATOM controller,
ATOM aware application, history and statistical analyzer (HSA), monitoring
and measurement system (MMS), multipath routing, path allocator, and end-
to-end signalling. Besides these components at the end system, ATOM requires
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at least the installation of multi-path routing at all mesh nodes. Furthermore,
it makes sense to include HSA and MMS in the mesh nodes. The component
placement is discussed later.
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Fig. 1: ATOM end system

The ATOM controller is the central component of the system. It gathers
control data and makes the decision about the used communication configura-
tion. The ATOM controller receives data about the available encodings from
the application(s), available paths from the multi-path routing, the robustness
of the path or individual links from the HSA, and current network conditions
from the MMS. Considering this data set, it optimises the parameters for the
transmission. This includes the paths to be used, the encoding algorithm (multi-
description or layered coding), the number of streams to be encoded, and the
mapping of the streams to the paths. If necessary, the ATOM controller triggers
the discovery of new paths at the multi-path routing. According to the feedback
from the MMS or the application the controller reevaluates the current situation
and adapts the transmission parameters accordingly.

The ATOM aware application has to implement the ATOM application pro-
gramming interface (API) in order to use the ATOM framework. The ATOM API
permits the communication with the ATOM controller to exchange the available
configuration options and to get the configuration parameters back. The ATOM
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aware application informs the controller about available codecs and coding op-
tions at the initialisation of the transmission. It then receives the configuration
set (encoding, number of streams) from the controller. During an ongoing com-
munication, the application (or user) can give feedback to the ATOM controller
in order to revise its decision and to release new parameter settings for this
transmission.

ATOM introduces a history and statistical analyser (HSA) to further support
the decision process of the ATOM controller. HSA analyses the received data
from MMS and provides robustness information about individual paths, regular-
ities and periodicities to the ATOM controller. The received measurement data
from the MMS is analysed and stored as a compact meta data description. The
description contains information about the stability (fluctuations in availability,
bandwidth, and delay) of the paths and the links during the last week, days,
hours, and minutes. It further lists remarkable regularities and periodicities in
bandwith, delays, and outages.

The monitoring and measurement system (MMS) observes the network con-
ditions and the quality of ongoing transmissions. This is done by active (network
probes) and/or passive measurements. The measurement results are then sent to
the ATOM controller as description of the current network state and to the HSA
for statistical evaluation. In addition, MMS monitors the current transmissions
and provides quality feedback to the remote ATOM controller at the destination.

The required multiple paths from source to destination are delivered by a
multi-path routing protocol to the ATOM controller. There are several multi-
path routing protocols existing, e.g., AODVM [8], SMR [9], and MP-DSR [10].
We therefore propose to adapt an existing multi-path routing protocol to the
ATOM architecture. The routing protocol has to deliver paths that are as in-
dependent as possible with certain quality of service (QoS) requirements, e.g.,
delay below 150ms. The independence of the paths is important in order to take
profit of the path diversity and not to be affected by single link and node failures.
Moreover, the routing protocol has to deliver the paths marked with a degree of
independence (shared links, shared nodes) and QoS parameters to the ATOM
controller for the decision making process. We currently favor source routing
protocols like SMR and MP-DSR as they deliver the full path in the route dis-
covery process. This eases the path allocation according to QoS parameters. In
addition, each packet includes the whole path, which simplies the monitoring.
However, we will evaluate several candidate protocols for routing.

Multi-channel communication can significantly increase the throughput of
WMNs. The routing protocol has to consider the presence of multiple channels
and radios in its routing decision in order to fully take advantage of the multi-
channel communication. This requires more advanced routing metrics than hop
count. The hop count metric is based on the wrong assumption that a link either
works or not. Packet loss, bandwidth, varying delays, and (self-)interference are
not considered. Different enhanced routing metrics are existing, e.g., MIC (Met-
ric of Interference and Channel-Switching) [11], and iAWARE [12]. iAWARE
seems to be the most appropriate metric to start with as it incorporates packet
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loss, bandwidth, intra-flow interference, and inter-flow interference considering
signal strength and traffic amount of the interfering flows. We will therefore
evaluate and adapt iAWARE as routing metric for our multi-path routing.

The path allocator is reponsible for the allocation of the individual streams
from the application to the paths according to the settings received from the
ATOM controller. It also delivers the received streams to correct application at
the destination.

End-to-end signalling is required for adjusting the parameters at both com-
munication peers. The ATOM aware applications have to signal their encoding
options to the ATOM controller and the ATOM controller has to inform the ap-
plications and its remote ATOM peer about the used parameter set. A possible
signalling protocol for this purpose is SIP (Session Initiation Protocol).

The ATOM components can be placed at different locations in the WMN.
Either all components are included in the end system (see Fig. 1) or the core
components are only situated in the WMN at the first and last hop router. The
placement in the end system requires modifications at each individual client.
Besides the ATOM aware application, the ATOM core components have to be
installed on the client. This requires modifications in operating system compo-
nents and all ATOM components have to be provided for the different operating
systems of the client devices. Another possibility is to include the ATOM com-
ponents only in the mesh nodes. In this case, only the ATOM aware application
has to be installed on the client devices. There is no need for porting the ATOM
core components to the different client operating systems. They have only to
be available for the mesh nodes. The ATOM aware application then communi-
cates with the ATOM controller over TCP/IP. Compared to the approach with
ATOM at the end system, the mesh only ATOM system may depend on the
transmission quality of the link between client and ATOM mesh node. In addi-
tion to these approaches, the ATOM architecture supports a combination of the
both approaches (some clients with ATOM core, some without) or even legacy
applications by interception of the traffic at the border mesh nodes.

3 Summary and Future Work

Wireless Mesh Networks provide a reliable and robust communication infras-
tructure even in situations where other systems may fail. But, it is a challenging
task to use them as communication backbone for real-time emergency commu-
nications such as IP telephony and video conferencing. The main problem are
transmission errors, link errors, packet loss, high delays, and high delay vari-
ations caused the unreliable and erroneous wireless medium. This makes the
deployment of real-time applications difficult as the user perceived audio/video
quality is degenerated (stumbles, artefacts, high delays, or connection losses).
Our proposed ATOM (Adaptive Transport over Multipath) architecture pro-
vides a comprehensive solution for the support of real-time communication in
WMNs. It reduces the effects of the unreliable and erroneous wireless medium
by using path diversity, multi-stream coding, and dynamic adaptation.
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The presented ATOM architecture is work in progress and we are currently
specifying its details. We have also started to implement and test parts of the ar-
chitecture in a network simulator. Further ongoing activities are the elaboration
of decision making process of the ATOM controller and the statistical analysis
in HSA. We also plan to implement and evaluate the ATOM architecture on
our Linux based wireless mesh network. In order to perform experiments in the
WMN at our institute, we have developed a remote management and software
distribution solution [13].
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Abstract. The handover process in WLAN involves the use of bandwidth for 

the necessary signaling and protocols. Several mobility models are available for 

simulating WLAN and MANET having different impact on the network 

performance. This paper shows the impact of the mobility model on the cell 

residence time (i.e. time connected to the same access point) in networks with 

infrastructure designed for pedestrians. To this purpose, ns-2 simulations are 

run with different mobility models and number of access points. The time 

between changes of access point (i.e. handover) is studied as a random variable. 

The research proves that the impact of the model is very strong when compared 

to the predictable impact of the terminal speed. In some cases the handover rate 

is almost doubled by only changing the mobility model while maintaining the 

average speed. The coefficients of variation are low or very low showing that 

the connection process (i.e. arrivals to access points) follows distributions with 

low or very low peakedness factor. 

Keywords: Mobility models, handover, cell residence time, WLAN. 

1   Introduction 

Mobility models play an important role in the analysis of several issues in wireless 

networks, such as handover, channel holding time, resource allocation, location 

updating, and others. In [1], the authors provide a comprehensive survey of mobility 

models and prove through simulation that the nodes’ movements have a noticeable 

impact on the performance of an ad hoc network. In [2], Qin et al. simulate a CDMA 

network to study the relationship between the handover rate and the mobile speed. In 

[3], results of the cell residence time and the channel holding time distribution in 

cellular mobile systems are obtained after simulating a cellular network. Authors 

show that the generalized gamma distribution is adequate to describe the cell 

residence time distribution of handover calls. In [4] and [5], a proposal is presented to 

dynamically construct the mobility pattern followed by a node and use this history in 

order to predict future location and then reserve resources for the handover. 

The handover process has an impact on the network performance since it uses 

bandwidth for the necessary signaling and protocols. For a given layout of Access 

Points (AP) in a WLAN it is predictable that the faster the terminals’ movement the 
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higher the handover rate [2]. It is also predictable that for more APs covering the 

same area the handover rate will increase. The consequence of more access points is a 

better coverage, reliability and traffic capacity. However, it cannot be neglected that 

more APs introduce complexity and lower traffic capacity per AP due to the increased 

handover rate. 

This paper deals with the time that a terminal remains under the coverage of the 

same AP in a WLAN of small size designed for pedestrians. This is carried out by 

running ns-2 simulations for different number of AP and mobility models. For a 

terminal continuously connected to the WLAN, the cell residence time (i.e. time 

connected to the same AP) is the time between handovers, hence the inverse of the 

handover rate. 

2   Mobility Models 

In this Section the mobility models used in this work are briefly described: Random 

Walk, Random Waypoint, Gauss-Markov (see [1] for a comprehensive survey on the 

models considered in this paper and others). 

In the Random Walk model (RWalk), a node progresses from its current location 

by randomly choosing a direction and speed in which to travel; both direction and 

speed are selected from predefined ranges, [0, 2π] and [vmin, vmax] respectively. The 

node is allowed to travel in such direction and with the given speed for a predefined 

time or for a predefined distance [1]. If a node reaches a simulation boundary, it 

“bounces” off the simulation border with an angle determined by the incoming 

direction, and then continues along this new path. RWalk produces highly 

unpredictable movements, such as sudden stops and sharp turns: they occur because 

current speed and direction is independent of past speed and direction.  

The Random Waypoint model (RWpnt) was originally proposed in [6]. In this 

model, each node is assigned an initial location (p0), a destination (p1) and a speed; 

both p0 and p1 are chosen independently and uniformly on the region in which the 

nodes move. The speed is chosen uniformly (or according to any other distribution) 

on an interval (vmin and vmax) independently of both the initial location and 

destination. After reaching p1 (i.e. after moving on a leg, as movement with a given 

direction and speed is defined), a new destination and a new speed are chosen 

according to their distributions and independently of all previous destinations and 

speeds. The node may also remain still for a random pause time before starting its 

movement towards the next destination. Such a model is used in many prominent 

simulation studies of ad-hoc network protocols [1, 7, 8]. Similarity of RWpnt with 

pause time set to zero with RWalk has been stressed in [1].  

Spatial node distribution for the RWpnt mobility model has been investigated in 

recent years. Starting from a formal description of the model in terms of a discrete-

time stochastic process, in [8] Navidi and Camp derive the stationary distribution for 

location, speed and pause time for the RWpnt model in a rectangular area, and 

provide an implementation of their method for ns-2 simulator. In [12], Bettstetter et 

al. extend results for circular regions, using approximations at certain steps; in [7], 

Hyytiä et al. derive an analytical expression for the node distribution in an arbitrary 
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convex region, without using approximations; the analysis is at the basis of [13] in 

which authors present an exact analytical formula for the mean arrival rate at a cell. 

The Gauss–Markov Mobility Model (Gauss) was originally proposed for the 

simulation of a PCS [9]; it introduces the concept of a drift in the node’s movement. 

Initially, each node is assigned a current speed and direction. At fixed intervals of 

time, movements occur by updating the speed and direction of each node. The next 

location is calculated based on the current location, speed and direction of movement, 

according to the following equations:  
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where si and di are the new speed and direction of the node at time interval I; α, where 

0≤α≤1, is the tuning parameter is used to vary the degree of randomness in the 

mobility pattern; s  and d  are constants representing the mean value of speed and 

direction as n � ∞; 
1ixs

−

 and 
1ixd

−

 are random variables from a Gaussian distribution: 

with α=0 Random Walk movements are obtained, while with α=1 linear motion is 

generated [1]. This model forces a node which is moving away from the area 

boundaries, to go back to it; therefore, the field size is automatically adapted to the 

node movements after scenario generation.  

In [1] several examples of paths followed through different mobility models are 

depicted and analyzed proving that both RWalk and RWpnt tend to concentrate 

node’s movements in the center of the area, while Gauss does not. On the other hand 

Gauss-Markov can eliminate the sudden stops and sharp turns of RWalk since next 

movement depends on the current one.   

3   ns-2 Simulator and Scenarios 

This study is based on simulation performed with ns-2 [10]. An 802.11 Mobile Node 

(MN) is moving in the simulation area while continuously sending data to a target 

node that remains static (i.e. AP1). The handover process is identified through the 

analysis of the messages interchanged with the AP. Different scenarios and different 

mobility models have been taken into account. A brief description follows.  

The setdest tool from the CMU Monarch group is the mobility generator included 

in ns-2. The setdest tool determines each leg movement (i.e. a destination (x,y) and a 

speed) and computes how long does it take to reach destination at such speed: next leg 

will start from that point. If pauses are settled, in next movement MN may remain still 

for a predefined time (i.e. according to pause distribution). It is clear that the length of 

the leg is not constant, but depends on the speed used (i.e. higher speeds mean shorter 

legs). This implementation follows the RWpnt mobility model described in Section 2. 

If pause time is set to zero (i.e. RWpntU and RWPnt0), we obtain a movement which 

is very similar to that of RWalk [1].  
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Table 1.  Mobility models and parameters used in simulation.  

 RWpntU RWpnt0 RWpnt1 RWpnt10 Gauss 

Minimum speed [m/s] 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Maximum speed [m/s] 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Speed type Uniform Normal Normal Normal Normal 

Actual average speed [m/s] 1.23 1.28 1.26 1.14 1.30 

Pause type Constant Constant Uniform Uniform Uniform 

Pause [s] 0 0 1 10 1 

 

In this work, vmin and vmax are fixed to 0.7 and 2.0 m/s, respectively, as shown in 

Table 1; simulation was performed setting different pause time and speed 

distributions. Note that the average speed is not the mean between vmin and vmax, since 

the duration of each movement at a given speed is not constant. In [13], authors 

provide the probability distribution of the node’s speed at an arbitrary point of time, 

which is expressed by the following formula:  
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where fv(v) is the speed distribution settled by the user (i.e. uniform or normal). E[1/v] 

is assumed to be finite. In case of use of pause time, the probability distribution of the 

node’s speed is expressed by:  
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where the conditional density ( | )
v

f v NotPaused  equals the density * ( )
v

f v  in Eq. (3). 

It is possible to compute the average time-weighted speed for RWpnt model. As an 

example, we derive the average time-weighted speed for RWpntU, for which speed 

fv(v) is uniformly distributed between 0.7 and 2.0: 
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where E[1/v] can be evaluated, according to [8], as: 
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0.7

1 ln(2.0 / 0.7)
[1/ ] ( ) 0.80756.

2.0 0.7
vE v f v dv

v
= ⋅ = =

−
∫  

(6) 

Analytical calculations for the average speed match the values obtained from 

simulation and showed in Table 1. An example of the time-weighted speed 

distribution * ( )
v

f v  for RWpnt0 is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.  Time-weighted speed distribution  for RWpnt0 model (vmin=0.7 m/s, vmax=2.0 m/s). 

 

For the Gauss-Markov model, the Bonn Motion Java software [11] has been used, 

which slightly differs from the original Gauss-Markov model. The main difference is 

that the new speed and direction are simply chosen from a normal distribution with a 

mean of the respective old value. In the reminder of the paper, we will refer to this 

“modified” Gauss-Markov model as “BM-Gauss”. 

Three scenarios have been considered in this study. The simulation area is a square 

with side of 200 meters, in which a number of static nodes (i.e. AP) have been placed. 

The number of APs is 4, 9 and 16, representing three designs with minimum full 

coverage, reasonable overcoverage and overcoverage for high capacity respectively. 

The important rule while positioning these AP’s is to guarantee that they can always 

stay connected considering that the maximum distance is 100m. Table 2 displays (x, 

y) coordinates of the location of the static nodes in each scenario. 

To study the dependency of the cell residence time with the mobility pattern we put 

a mobile node (MN) moving inside the simulation area according to one of the 

mobility models. Table 1 shows the parameters used for each model in our 

simulations. The total time of the simulation is 50 hours leading to samples of 400 to 

1400 residence times, enough for achieving trustable statistics. 

Table 2. AP locations in different scenarios: coordinates (x; y).  

 4AP  9AP  16AP  

AP1 50.1; 50.1 AP1 33.3; 33.3 AP1 25; 25 AP9 25; 125 

AP2 149.9; 50.1 AP2 100; 33.3 AP2 75; 25 AP10 75; 125 

AP3 149.9; 149.9 AP3 166.7; 33.3 AP3 125; 25 AP11 125; 125 

AP4 50.1; 149.9 AP4 166.7; 100 AP4 175; 25 AP12 175; 125 

 - AP5 100; 100 AP5 175; 75 AP13 175; 175 

 - AP6 33.3; 100 AP6 125; 75 AP14 125; 175 

 - AP7 33.3; 166.7 AP7 75; 75 AP15 75; 175 

 - AP8 100; 166.7 AP8 25; 75 AP16 25; 175 

 - AP9 166.7; 166.7     
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3.1   Handover handling in ns-2 

The handover is identified through the analysis of the messages interchanged with 

the AP. In ns-2 simulator, a handover is performed when MN looses connection with 

its AP. According to the antenna parameters used in our simulation, the transmission 

range is 100 m. We detect the start of HO through the AODV error message that MN 

will send in order to find a new path to its destination (i.e. AP1). The path is always 

chosen as the shortest path between them: it follows that, with different APs locations, 

since MN always follows the same path with a given mobility model, the time at 

which MN looses connection with the current AP will be different in each scenario; 

depending on its position at that time, AODV will select a different path. As an 

example, Fig. 2 shows the path followed by MN during the first 1000s according to 

RWpntU model in a scenario with 4 and 9 APs, respectively. MN starting position is 

(164.4; 110.9). In the first scenario, MN will associate to AP2 (i.e. positioned at 

(149.9; 50.1), as shown in Table 2) which delivers its data to the destination AP, since 

the distance between MN and AP1 is higher than 100m at t=0; after 150s, it will be 

too far from AP2 and then performs HO and associates to AP1, since at that time it is 

within its coverage area. In 9AP scenario, MN firstly associates to AP5 which is at 

one step from AP1 (i.e. farer than 100m from MN); after 342s, it looses connection, 

performs HO and finally associates to AP6, in order to reach its destination.  

 

 
Fig. 2.  RWpntU movement pattern during the first 1000s and MN position at first HO in 

scenarios with 4 and 9 AP. 
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It can be observed that, in 4APs scenario, the probability for MN to stay in the area 

covered by AP1 (which means that it will directly connect to it) is 49.79%. It can be 

calculated as the proportion between the area of the circular sector centered in AP1, 

with 100m radius and limited by the intersections with the simulation area boundaries 

(i.e. points (136.6; 0) and (0; 136.6)) and the total simulation area (i.e. 200x200 

square). The same probability in 9APs scenario is reduced to 38.74% (i.e. the circular 

sector is now centered in (33.3; 33.3), which is AP1 location in this scenario), has the 

same radius of 100m and intersects simulation area boundaries at (127.6; 0) and (0; 

127.6)). The probability that MN in 4APs scenario will connect to one of the two AP 

that stay at one step from AP1 (i.e. AP2 and AP4) is the probability for MN to stay in 

the area covered by AP2 or by AP4, but not covered by AP1. It can be computed as 

proportion between the union of the circular areas centered at AP2 and AP4, minus 

the circular area centered at AP1 (of course, only the area inside the simulation square 

is considered): that is 41.90%. The same probability in 9APs scenario grows to 

67.30%, since there are three AP at just one step from AP1 (i.e. AP2, AP5, and AP6) 

and one of them nearly covers the whole simulation area (i.e. AP5). We should 

expect, then, that cell residence time will increase in the latter scenario. 

5   Results and Analysis 

Table 3 displays the mean cell residence time. Since the MN is continuously 

connected (i.e. the average time during which MN is not connected is always less than 

100 ms) this is the time between two consecutive handovers. The duration of the 

residence time is longer for slower average speeds, produced by longer pause times in 

this case: only BM-Gauss does not follow this figure and provides the highest value. 

The importance of the mobility model applied is proved by the noticeable difference 

between the residence time for the Gauss-Markov and the RWpnt0, both with nearly 

the same average speed (i.e. 1.30 m/s and 1.28 m/s, respectively). The residence time 

is about the double for the Gauss-Markov meaning that the number of necessary 

handovers is about the half. The movement pattern of the Gauss-Markov model is not 

composed of straight lines and is much smoother than the movements created by the 

RWpnt. Straight lines tend to increase the handover ratio while bends can keep the 

terminal under the coverage of the same AP for a longer time. 

We also observe that scenario with 9AP provides the highest average residence 

time, except for BM-Gauss model. As commented before, this increase with respect to  

 

Table 3.  Average cell residence time (in seconds) and its squared coefficient of variation for 

each scenario and mobility model.  

      4AP      9AP     16AP 

RWpntU 148 / 0.56 191 / 1.30 144 / 1.48 

RWpnt0 135 / 0.49 168 / 1.27 127 / 1.38 

RWpnt1 138 / 0.51 174 / 1.33 128 / 1.44 

RWpnt10 155 / 0.57 189 / 1.18 145 / 1.34 

BM-Gauss 382 / 0.82 250 / 1.24 247 / 1.46 
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Table 4.  Average number of handovers per hour and AP.  

 4AP 9AP 16AP 

RWpntU 6.08 2.09 1.56 

RWpnt0 6.67 2.38 1.77 

RWpnt1 6.52 2.29 1.75 

RWpnt10 5.81 2.11 1.55 

BM-Gauss 2.36 1.6 0.9 

 

a scenario with less AP is consequence of an higher probability that MN moves in the 

area covered by AP2, AP5 or AP6 (i.e. one of the three APs that offers one-step-

distance path to destination AP1) and not covered by the same AP1. In 16APs 

scenario, such probability decreases since the number of APs at less than 100m from 

AP1 is still 3 and the area covered by them is less than in the previous scenario: this 

leads to a decrease in the average cell residence time, as observed in column 4 of 

Table 3. Squared coefficients of variation of the residence time show figures that are 

never high (i.e. always lower than 1.5). For a low number of APs, coefficients of 

variation lower than one suggest that handover arrival process is smooth; 

approximating this process by Poisson would lead to conservative figures in the 

design. For overcoverage, the coefficient of variation remains near to unity; 

approximating by Poisson can keep a certain degree of accuracy. It must be noticed 

that in all cases the coefficient of variation increases together with the number of AP. 

Table 4 shows the average number of handovers per hour and AP. This figure 

decreases when the number of AP is increased. This is mainly a consequence of the 

overcoverage: the share of layout covered by more than one AP is larger for more 

APs.  

6   Conclusions 

In this work the impact of different mobility models in scenarios with a different 

density of AP has been studied. Simulation proves that it is not always true that, with 

a higher number of nodes, the average residence time decreases as one should expect. 

This is almost a consequence of the algorithm used for performing a handover, of the 

cell coverage and the routing protocol (i.e. shortest path in this study). With the same 

number of AP, the average residence time is longer if MN moves according to Gauss-

Markov mobility model (i.e. smoother changes of direction and higher probability of 

staying around) and shorter if a memory-less model is used. The impact of using a 

specific mobility model can be almost twice the handover ratio for the same layout 

and average speed, stressing the importance of its choice when studying wireless 

network performances.  
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